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Introduction

Complex interactions of DNA, RNA, and peptide chains enable and control the essential

chemical reactions in living organisms. The folding of those chain-like molecules [1, 2]

into highly complex secondary structures provides the basis to their specific functions.

The complexity of amino acids complicates the rational design and application of de novo

proteins [3–5]. In contrast to amino acids, the behavior of DNA molecules is less complex,

and their physical and chemical properties are well understood. DNA represents an easy-

to-use material on the nanoscale [6,7] as the hybridization of two DNA strands allows the

formation of higher-order structures and is only based on base-pairing and base-stacking

interactions.

DNA nanotechnology has become a valuable tool to address scientific questions in

various fields. With these advancements, DNA origami evolved towards a reliable and

modular system. The DNA origami technique allows constructing arbitrary two and three-

dimensional shapes, with customized functionalities [8–10], and sub-nanometer place-

ment of chemical modifications and proteins [11]. In the last years, potential medical

applications like drug delivery, for DNA origami objects have become attractive [12–14].

Significant improvements in the quantity and the quality of the folded DNA origami objects

were achieved [15, 16] and allowed to expand the development of applications further.

Various test studies investigated the proper folding [17, 18] into the designed shape [19]

and the influence of defects to the self-assembly process [20]. Experienced scientists

develop new DNA origami objects in a cost and time intensive approach. Until today

the design process remains trial-and-error based without an understanding of the folding

pathway of the DNA origami object. Iterative steps lead to the final design of a DNA

origami which achieves a high yield of the correct shape [21].

These cost-intensive design and production bottlenecks of DNA origami objects limit

further expansion as a novel nanomaterial. Computational approaches with rational de-

sign rules could overcome these limitations. To this date, theoretical approaches in the

field of DNA nanotechnology were limited to investigate the complex molecular interac-

tions of short oligonucleotides and the formation of secondary structures [22, 23]. Since

DNA origami objects consist of thousands of base pairs a simulation with full atomic res-
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2 Introduction

olution is not achievable [24]. So far, the only available models simulate the relaxation

of already self-assembled DNA origami structures [25–27]. It is, therefore, necessary

to develop a model that predicts the DNA origami self-assembly process. Such a sim-

ulation would allow to test and improve a DNA origami design in silico. Several theory

groups started to work on predictive models of the self-assembly process with varying

complexity [28, 29]. Those predictive model have to describe the self-assembly process

on a resolution including all binding segments of each DNA strand. The ability to simulate

the complex self-assembly behavior of a DNA origami object will not only ensure a high

yield of the correct folding product but rather allow for steering the folding process itself.

As an example, forming interacting moveable DNA origami objects might be possible by

tweaking the folding pathway and the time needed to achieve a folded state [30–32].

The already existing models rely on guessed or estimated parameters due to the

lack of experimentally produced data for the binding of an individual short DNA strand to

the scaffold strand. To date no comprehensive folding observation on a molecular level

is available, and the folding defining parameters of a DNA origami object remain in the

dark. By studying the folding of an exemplary DNA origami design in detail, experimen-

tally derived insights can serve as the foundation for a predictive model. The resulting

data may shed light on the behavior of individual DNA strands during the self-assembly

process and thereby revealing binding kinetics.

This work aims to resolve the folding pathway of a DNA origami object and to re-

veal the individual binding processes during the self-assembly. A combination of multiple

experimental assays leads to a comprehensive dataset of DNA origami folding obser-

vations. The primary goal of this thesis is to resolve the sequence of binding events

during the DNA origami self-assembly process on a molecular resolution. For this pur-

pose, two fluorometric bulk folding assays reporting the binding of individual DNA strands

of the DNA origami design were conducted. These results revealed the folding pathway

of a DNA origami object and addressed each staple strand with individual binding kinet-

ics. The observation of the binding of staple strands allowed to compare the sequence of

binding events of two variants of the DNA origami test object. Additional time-resolved gel

electrophoretic experiments documented the evolution of the global folding over time. Gel

electrophoresis allowed to examine the transition of unfolded DNA strands to the folded

DNA origami object via a pre-compacted intermediate state. The combination of these

observations can link the global folding process with molecular binding events. These

complementary assays allowed to study the influence of subsets of staple strands on the

folding process and to investigate the importance of for example early binding seeds. The

correlation of these experimental findings and the influence of DNA-sequence dependent

parameters on the DNA origami self-assembly was studied. Further analysis of the DNA

origami folding behavior focused on the topology and the routing of the DNA strands.
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The tedious examination of the folding of an exemplary DNA origami design provides

detailed insight into the self-assembly process. Understanding the influence of routing

details on the folding pathway will allow improving the rational design approaches for

DNA origami objects. The here presented results will serve other scientists as initial input

parameters into predictive DNA origami simulations. A comparison of already existing

models with the observed folding pathway can test their prediction accuracy.

Remark: Parts of the results presented in the following chapters are published in Science

Advances.
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Chapter 1

Rational design of self-assembling
DNA-based nanostructures

Within the last 20 years, DNA nanotechnology has evolved from basic research of funda-

mental interactions of the DNA with itself and the possibility to manipulate DNA towards a

rapidly increasing field of applications [33]. This new technique makes use of DNA to per-

form as building material for molecular sensors, scientific tools and approaches the area

of medical applications [34]. The introduction of the DNA origami technology combined

the versatility of DNA as a building material with computational design to further develop

sophisticated nanometer-sized structures. The combination with chemical modifications

such as fluorophores led to a rational construction of a new class of nanostructures.

1.1 DNA

Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) is a unique natural material which is known not only to be

the crucial information storage system [35] for life but has become important as a scien-

tific tool within the last decades, thanks to its special properties as a biopolymer. DNA

has been investigated for decades by scientists from different fields, which led from the

fundamental understanding of the storage of the genetic information in cells [36] towards

opportunities to use DNA as a robust material in nanoscience [37].

When Crick, Franklin, and Watson first described the structure of DNA to be double-

helical [38], their work led to the fundamental understanding of how DNA assembles into

its natural structure already. They could not foresee, which astonishing development of

DNA nanotechnology could follow [39].

DNA occurs as a chain-like molecule in which the four bases Adenine (A), Thymine (T),

Guanine (G) and Cytosine (C) are connected via sugar molecules to the phosphate back-

bone. The sequence of bases is directional since the phosphate molecules connect the

5
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∆G [kcal/mol] A-T C-G G-C T-A
A-T -1.02 -1.46 -1.29 -0.88
C-G -1.46 -1.83 -2.17
G-C -1.32 -2.24
T-A -0.60

Table 1.1: Basepair stacking energy. Experimentally derived values for base stacking of all
possibile nearest neighbor combinations. Values borrowed from SantaLucia [40].

deoxyribonucleosides between the 5’ and 3’ carbon atom of the sugar molecule. The

convention defines the sequence from the 5’ terminal base to the 3’ terminus [35].

A naturally occurring DNA double-helix (Figure 1.2) consists of two chains of nucleotides,

where one sequence is the reverse complement of the other. The fundamental van-

der-Waals interaction of two pairs of the four types of nucleotides defines the sequence

complementarity. Adenine and Thymine, as well as Cytosine and Guanine, can identify

each other through these interactions, which then leads to the formation of the DNA dou-

ble helix. While Adenine and Thymine form two hydrogen bonds, Cytosine and Guanine

form three (see Figure 1.1).

A B

Figure 1.1: Structural formula of the two basepairs formed by the four DNA bases. (A)
Adenine [A] and Thymine [T] forming two hydrogen bonds. (B) Guanine [G] and Cytosine [C]
forming three hydrogen bonds.Hydrogen bonds between the bases are indicated through dotted
lines.

The base pairing interaction alone is not sufficient to form a stable double-helical structure

in solution since those bonds compete with interactions with water molecules. Additional

dipole interactions are occurring through the π -orbitals of the aromatic rings of the bases

further stabilize the DNA double helix (see Table 1.1) [40].

The stability of a DNA double helix increases with the length of the complementary

strands and is sequence dependent. The so-called nearest neighbor model describes

the interaction of the DNA bases and allows calculating the stability of a given double

helix [41].

Single-stranded DNA adopts no defined structure and satisfies a freely jointed chain

model [42]. By hybridization into double-stranded DNA, it becomes the stiff double helix
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the DNA double helix. DNA double helix with 20 basepairs. Blue-
green and red-orange colored helix represents phosphate backbone. Chemical structure of nu-
cleotides illustrated through thin lines and small spheres for the atoms. Image courtesy of Michael
Ströck under Creative Commons CC BY-SA 3.0 via en.wikipedia.org

with a defined geometry. A DNA double helix, with a diameter of approximately 2 nm,

undergoes two full turns (720◦) every 21 bases with a distance of 0.34 nm per base-pair.

A single-stranded DNA chain does not show a persistence length above the distance of

the nearest neighboring nucleotides (0.7 nm per phosphate [43]). Experiments revealed

a persistence length of 50 nm for double-helical DNA [44, 45]. This rigidity enables to

use DNA as programmable material to position biomolecules with sub-nanometer preci-

sion [11].

1.2 DNA origami

The power of DNA Origami, to form 3D structures from DNA with nanometer precision,

enabled researches in the field of DNA nanotechnology within less than ten years to build

sophisticated nanostructures [34]. The developed designs reach from simple bricks [46]

towards highly customized, application orientated devices. Examples range from the

construction of arrays of plasmonic devices [47] to interactions with cell membranes [48].

DNA rulers have been designed [49,50], Hinge-like and handle-like objects were utilized

to investigate the molecular DNA base stacking interactions [51], or the interactions of nu-

cleosomes to one another [11,52]. Those scientific tools might react according to external

influences to perform certain tasks [53–55]. The fundamental idea is forcing a long circu-

lar scaffold strand into the desired shape [56–58] through short oligonucleotides, called

staples. Those staples bind to various domains on the scaffold strand [8]. Crossovers,

which rely on the natural occurring Holliday junctions [59,60], between the individual dou-

ble helical domains, lead to a connected network of DNA double-helices. Computational
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assistance [61] allows rational positioning of these binding motifs, which allows defining

the desired 3D shape on a single base precision.

The so-called honeycomb lattice allows connecting two adjacent DNA double helices

every 21 bases via crossovers. The base for this lattice is the pitch of B-form DNA of

21 bases for 2 full turns. Therefore each helix has 3 potential neighboring helices every

240◦. Two crossovers between adjacent helices prevent any further movement of the

helices relative to each other [62].

DNA origami implicates a dense packing of negative charge coming from the phosphate

backbone of DNA. Mg2+ and Na+ ions in solution effectively shield the electrostatic

repulsion and stabilize the DNA origami objects [63,64]. High ion concentrations lead to

an aggregation of the DNA and prevent successful production of DNA origami objects.

The optimum salt concentration highly depends on the size and packing of the DNA

origami design [65].

The production of DNA origami objects relies on self-assembly of the staple strands and

the scaffold molecules in folding buffer containing Mg2+ cations. This process takes

places under thermal incubation. Preincubation at 65 ◦C denatures all occurring sec-

ondary structures of the DNA strands in the folding solution. Each DNA origami design

folds within a design-specific temperature ramp. Previous work showed that constant

temperature incubation could replace these folding ramps with satisfying yield and qual-

ity of the DNA origami objects. The time needed to reach fully folded DNA origami objects

depends on various parameters such as salt and DNA concentration [17]. Nevertheless,

the DNA strand routing within the design has a significant impact on the folding behavior

as well [65]. After folding completion, structures remain stable up to the design specific

temperature which allows folding at constant temperature incubation [17].

Staple strands separate into segments, each binding to a distinct region on the scaffold

strand. In the honeycomb lattice, those segments usually occur in 7, 14 and 21 base

long stretches [66]. The sequence-dependent melting temperature of most 7 base seg-

ments is below the temperature regime in which folding occurs. Adjacent double-stranded

segments on the scaffold can form terminal base stacking, which further stabilizes each

staple strand segment.
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of the folding setup. (A) Scaffold (black circle) and sta-
ple strands (black segmented arrows) are mixed in aqueous buffer containing Mg2+. (B) Top:
Thermal ramp, seperated in three phases: denaturing, slow cooling ramp for folding, room tem-
perature incubation after folding completion. Bottom: Constant temperature incubtion replaces
the slow cooling ramp with a design specific temperature.

1.3 Fluorophores

Fluorescent molecules show well-defined excitation and emission spectra [67, 68]. Co-

valent binding of those fluorophores to oligonucleotides enable the scientific field of DNA

nanotechnology to observe the behavior and movement of DNA in solution as well as

the interaction of single DNA strands with each other [69]. Molecular fluorophores as

modifications for DNA transform DNA nanostructures into fluorescent probes and en-

ables direct observation of their movement in solution or help to detect binding of DNA to

specific positions [11,70,71].

In general three groups of fluorophores for applications in biotechnology exist: fluores-

cent proteins, quantum dots, and organic molecules. While fluorescent proteins, as a

natural occurrence, exist as fusion proteins with other DNA-binding proteins [72], the li-

brary of different fluorescent proteins is quite limited, and their spectra are relatively broad

distributed over the range of visible light [73]. Another limiting aspect for scientific applica-

tions is that those fluorophores, comparable to other proteins, are only stable in a narrow

range of conditions and that their fluorescence might vanish with slight changes in the

chemical environment [74].

In opposite to that, engineered quantum dots show excitation and emission spectra

with sharp peaks and reduced blinking. Additionally no bleaching occurs for those flu-

orophores [75–77]. Nevertheless, these benefits bring a drawback with them, as most of

the quantum dots today consist of toxic materials, which make them unusable for medical

applications [78–80].
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The third group consists of cyclic organic molecules such as fluorescein, rhodamine, and

cyanines. Variants of those molecules differ in their absorption and emission spectra.

Combinations of these fluorophores allow multi-color observations of several biomolec-

ular targets and their interactions at once [81–83]. Besides their benefits, organic fluo-

rophores show several drawbacks. The quantum yield Q0 of the fluorophores is strongly

dependent on the chemical environment and the temperature [84–88]. Blinking and

bleaching of the dyes is a second issue arising from those fluorophores. Organic flu-

orophores do not necessarily always emit a photon but can remain dark through an al-

ternative relaxation path [89]. In addition, the fluorophores can bleach over time, due to

chemical reactions or photobleaching through high intensities [90].

To overcome those limitations, it is necessary to observe control samples in which

the change of fluorescence arises only from changes in the temperature or the chemical

environment. These additional measurements allow correcting the obtained signal from

influences not arising through the interaction of the fluorophores. The blinking effect can

only effect measurements on single molecule base. An easy solution for DNA origami

experiments is to attach multiple fluorophores to the DNA origami objects to guarantee

fluorescence at all time [91]. Bleaching of the fluorophores occurs over a relatively long

time and does not influence short time measurements. Short and low-intensity illumina-

tion phases help to avoid fast bleaching of the fluorophores. Oxygen scavenging systems

reduce the influence of chemical-induced bleaching of the fluorophores [92].

1.3.1 FRET

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer [93] (FRET) describes a the distance-dependent

phenomenon of the dipole-dipole interaction of two fluorescent dyes [94]. Transfer of

energy between two fluorophores occurs, if the emission spectrum of the first fluorophore

(donor) and the absorption spectrum of a second dye (acceptor) overlap (see Figure 1.4A).

In this case, the excitation of the donor dye from its relaxed state to the excited state

through absorption of a photon does not necessarily lead to the emission of a photon

with a longer wavelength. Instead, the fluorophore can transfer its energy to a nearby

acceptor fluorophore. The now excited acceptor can relax to its ground state by emitting

a photon with an even longer wavelength [95,96] (see Figure 1.4B).

The amount of energy transferred with each donor excitation defines the FRET efficiency

EFRET as

EFRET =
kET

kf + kET +
∑
ki

(1.1)

with the energy transfer rate kET , the radiative decay rate kf and any additional relaxation

pathways ki [96].

Due to the dipole-dipole interaction, the efficiency of the energy transfer depends on
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Figure 1.4: A: Absorption and emission spectra. Spectra of Cyanine3 (green) and Cyanine5
(red). Dashed lines indicate absorption spectra, shaded curves illustrate emission spectra. Over-
lap of donor emission and acceptor absorption indicates potential to observe FRET. Adopted from
AAT Bioquest, Inc. B: Jablonski diagram. Donor dye can be excited through absorption of light
with a specific wavelength (blue arrow). Radiation-less relaxation can lower the excited state (gray
arrows). Radiation-less energy transfer from donor to acceptor (red arrow). Excitation of photons
with a higher wavelenghth from the acceptor (green arrow). C: FRET range. FRET efficency
plotted for Cyanine3 and Cyanine5, assuming a Förster radius R0 of 5.4 nm.
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the spectral overlap, the quantum yield of the fluorophores, and the orientation of the

dipoles. The energy transfer efficiency decreases with the inverse of the 6th-power of

the distance (see Figure 1.4C). Thanks to the strong distance dependency, FRET can

reveal molecular interactions and conformational changes in macromolecules within a few

nanometers, while fluorophores further away cannot interfere with the observed FRET

signal.

The Förster Radius R0 defines the distance at which the FRET efficiency reaches 50

% . Introducing R0 allows to describe EFRET as

EFRET =
1

1 + ( r
R0

)6
(1.2)

with the dye-dye distance r and the FRET-pair specific Förster radius R0.

The Förster radius R0 [97] is given as

R6
0 =

9 · (ln10) · (κ2QDJ)

128π5NAn4
(1.3)

with κ2 the dipole orientation (κ2 = 2/3 as an average of the dipole orientation is valid

for freely rotating fluorophores), QD the quantum yield of the donor in the absence of the

acceptor, and n the diffractive index of the medium. J is the normalized spectral overlap

integral.

J =

∫
fD(λ)εA(λ)λ4dλ (1.4)

with emission spectrum of the donor fD and the molar extinction coefficient of the accep-

tor εA [98].

1.4 Three-dimensional DNA origami test design to investigate
complex folding pathways

Previous work studied the global folding process of 3D DNA origami designs and en-

abled constant temperature folding of DNA origami objects with high yield. These mea-

surements based on two complementary observation methods to obtain data of the fold-

ing process: fluorescent dyes intercalating into double-stranded DNA, as well as time-

resolved gel electrophoresis [17]. More folding experiments with less complex 2D DNA

origami designs gave an insight into the binding of individual staple strands and their

thermal behavior. For this purpose exemplary pairs of staple strands modified with fluo-

rophores reported via FRET of their binding to the scaffold strand [99]. Both experimental

approaches delivered essential insights into the self-assembly of DNA origami objects.

Nevertheless, it was not possible to merge the results and to develop a comprehensive
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understanding of the complex DNA origami folding. To overcome this deficiency, it is

necessary to connect the global folding process of a 3D DNA origami object with the

individual binding behavior of all distinct staple strands. The observation of individual

binding events allows linking the folding pathway with the increased complexity of the

topology. The combination of the binding behavior of the staple strands with the strand

routing reveals the influence of cooperative effects of the self-assembly process [100].

By using a well studied brick-like DNA origami design, previous results revealed the op-

timum folding conditions. The ”brick” consists of 42 DNA double helices arranged in a

honeycomb-type lattice. The test object was subject to earlier investigations in which

bulk fluorometric measurements revealed details about the global self-assembly process.

For this purpose, Sybr green served as an intercalating marker for double-stranded DNA.

It was possible to observe the temperature dependent step-wise folding behavior of this

particular and other DNA origami designs. These observations allowed to determine an

ideal constant temperature for folding [15, 17, 20, 63]. A 7560 base long scaffold strand

is folded into the desired shape by 140 staple strands. These staple strands form 5880

base-pairs in 747 double-helical domains with the scaffold. While these domains are

connected via 166 scaffold crossovers, distributed over the structure, the staple strands

add another 1132 crossovers to interlock the object tightly. The staples are designed in

a way to vary between 35 and 49 bases each, with an average length of 42 bases. The

broad distribution of the double-helical domains over all staple strands guarantees that all

strands bind to at least four up to seven distinct scaffold regions. On average each staple

strand binds to v 5.3 domains on the scaffold. The staple strand segments are designed

to have a length of 7, 14 or 21 bases. Due to the scaffold strand crossover, some seg-

ments are binding to two separate regions of the scaffold which are only in close proximity

upon folding of the structure. Most of those binding motifs split the segments into two and

twelve or two and nineteen bases. The longer part of the staple strand segment most

likely defines the binding. In some cases, the fluorophore belongs to a 2 base domain.

These short segments will remain in the unbound state most of the time without any coop-

erative stabilization effects. Therefore the fluorophore will report the binding of the longer

segment. The remaining 1680 bases of the scaffold form 42 single-stranded loops at

the helical interfaces of the structure. These unstructured single-stranded regions avoid

stacking between blunt ends of fully folded DNA Origami objects. A 43rd scaffold loop of

66 unpaired bases emanates from the middle of one helix.

According to previously reported results, the structures successfully fold with high

yield after a denaturing step of 15 minutes at 65 ◦C by incubating the folding reaction at a

constant temperature of 50 ◦C within one to two hours at 20 mM MgCl2 (see Appendix B

for details).

After folding of the DNA origami test objects, agarose gel electrophoresis of the fold-
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DB CA
140 staple strands

747 dsDNA domains

1132 staple crossovers

166 sca old crossovers
F

P

25 nm100 nm

Figure 1.5: DNA Origami test object. (A) Illustration of the test structure, a 42 helix bundle,
designed in honeycomb lattice. (B) Negative-stain electron microscopy image of folded DNA
origami objects. (C) Class averages of folded DNA origami objects. (D) Gel electrophoresis lane
of folded DNA origami objects. P indicates the gel pocket, F symbolizes the band including the
completely folded DNA origami objects.

ing mixture verified the completion of the reaction. Only one species in a single band

occurs in the gel (see Figure 1.5D). Negative-stain electron microscopy revealed the in-

tegrity of the folded structures (Figure 1.5B, C).

Remark: Detailed protocols of both methods are part of Appendix B.

1.4.1 Distance calculation within the DNA origami test design

The DNA origami design defines the position of all bases within the folded object. There-

fore a geometric model allows calculating the size of the object and all base-to-base

distances. These calculations base on the assumption of a densely packed object con-

sisting of rigid DNA double helices. The representation of DNA double-helices through

stiff leads to a simplification of the calculations [62].

Parameters B-form DNA
Helix sense right-handed
Rise R/bp 0.34 nm

bp/turn 10.5
Diameter d 2 nm

Table 1.2: Geometric parameters of DNA.

The geometrical parameters of B-form DNA [35, 38, 101, 102] (Table 1.2) defines the

position of each base within the helix. Together with the honeycomb lattice (see Fig-

ure 1.6) this returns the position of each base and all pairs of terminal staple strand

bases within FRET range.

The rational design process of DNA origami objects combined with the size increase

per basepair leads to a theoretical sub-nanometer building accuracy. Nevertheless, 3D

reconstructions of DNA origami objects show a slight deviation from the design [19]. This

divergence occurs as the geometrical model does not correctly fit the DNA double-helix. A

result of this mismatch is accumulating stress in the structures. The insertion and deletion
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Figure 1.6: Schematic illustration of the honeycomb lattice and the DNA geometry. Left:
Grey circles represent DNA double helices, and colored dots illustrate positions of the DNA back-
bone with potential crossover sites to the adjacent helix. Right: Every 21 bases the position of
the phosphate backbone repeats.

of additional basepairs allow correcting this effect [66]. The electrostatic repulsion of the

DNA double-helices is a second source of deviation from the theoretical model. With a

decreased amount of ions in solution, the DNA origami objects appear swollen. The DNA

bends under the influence of the electrostatics, leading to gaps between the helix-linking

crossovers resembling a chicken-wire pattern [19].
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Chapter 2

Intra-strand-proximity folding assay

To achieve molecular resolution of the DNA origami self-assembly process and to observe

the binding of an individual staple strand to the scaffold it is necessary to implement a

readout method for all individual binding events during the folding process. DNA origami

folding reactions consist of hundreds of DNA strands interacting with each other to form

well defined 3D objects. Bulk folding solutions include billions of copies, self-assembling

at the same time. Therefore readout methods must allow observing the average folding

process in solution.

In the intra-strand-proximity assay fluorescent modifications (Cyanine 3 (Cy3)) on the

5’ end of a staple strand and a fluorescent quencher (Dark Hole Quencher 2 (DHQ2))

on the 3’ terminus of the same strand serve as a reporter system. This system allows

evaluating the binding status of the particular staple strand to the scaffold.

Molecular beacon probes [103,104] used in real-time PCR quantification assays served

as inspiration for the intra-strand-proximity assay. In these quantification experiments,

the probes cannot bind to their target sequence while the PCR product is not accessi-

ble. Therefore the probe remains in a closed conformation due to self-interactions which

lead to hairpin formation. In this case, the two ends of a molecular beacon are in close

proximity to each other. The quencher’s excitation spectrum overlaps with the nearby flu-

orophore’s emission spectrum which leads to a suppression of light emission. If the target

sequence becomes available in solution, the molecular beacon binds to it. The formation

of double-helical stretches increases the distance between the two ends of the molecular

beacon The fluorophore is again able to emit light in its specific wavelength upon excita-

tion due to the limited range of the dipole-dipole interaction between the quencher and

the fluorophore (Figure 2.1).

This reporter system is integrated into the folding reaction to investigate the binding

of a staple strand to the scaffold in the self-assembly process of DNA origami in bulk

solution. The staple strands separate into several segments, each complementary to a

17
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of a molecular beacon. Left: Red arrow illustrates molecular beacon.
Dots separate the sequence segments. The green star represents the Cyanine 3 fluorophore,
the blue pentagon the Black Hole Quencher 2. Fluorophore and quencher are in close proximity.
Grey ellipsoids indicate base-pairing. Blue arrow represents the target sequence for the molecular
beacon. Right: Grey ellipsoids represent base-pairing over the whole sequence of the strands.
Fluorophore and Quencher are far apart.

distinct region of the scaffold sequence. The staple strand segments bind to their target

sequences on the scaffold during the folding of the DNA origami objects. Thereby the sta-

ple strand undergoes a conformational change. The initially unstructured or hairpin-like

structure [105] evolves towards well ordered segmented double-helical domains. Binding

of the staple strands leads to an increased end-to-end distance of the fluorophore and

the quencher on the opposing termini of the modified strand.

The signal obtained from the fluorometric measurements represents the average fold-

ing progress in bulk solution. Nevertheless, this average binding behavior represents the

time-dependent binding process of an individual staple strand. The time-dependent de-

velopment of the fluorescent signal is directly proportional to the binding probability of

the observed staple strands. This timeline thereby describes the folding pathway of the

DNA Origami objects. The signal arising from the individual staple strands binding to a

DNA origami object would average out if the folding process over time of the DNA origami

objects differed substantially.

For this fluorometric assay, each staple strand sequence has to be synthesized in

two versions, one without modifications and the second with the fluorophore/quencher

combination at its termini. With those two sets of staple strands, fluorometric observations

during the folding report the incorporation of each staple strand.

Remark: Parts of the experiments presented in this chapter have been conducted by

Natalie Möritz.

2.1 Experimental approach

To avoid interference of multiple binding processes only one of the staple strands per

folding reaction can be fluorescently modified and observed. This focus on one staple

strand per folding reaction allows differentiating between the binding events of the 140

distinct staple strands. Permutating the labeled staple strand in each folding reaction
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Figure 2.2: Distances of 5’ to 3’ terminus of each staple strand in the folded 42 helix
bundle. Left: End-to-end distance for each staple strand Right: Histogram of the distances

reveals the binding behavior for each single staple strand. One complete set of binding

traces consists of 140 independent folding reactions, since the test design, a 42 helix

bundle, consists of 140 staple strands (Figure 2.3).

During the folding process, a staple strand undergoes a change in its conformation

through binding of staple strand segments to the scaffold as described before. In solution,

single-stranded DNA approximately behaves according to the freely jointed chain model

[42]. This model gives an estimation of the average end-to-end distance of a staple

strand. The mean end-to-end distance is calculated using the freely jointed chain model

with the Kuhn length b, which describes the fixed length of each element of the chain

[106]. For single-stranded DNA the length of the sugar-phosphate backbone can be used

(b = 0.7nm) [107]. The second parameter in the freely jointed chain model N represents

the number of chain elements. In the case of DNA, it is the number of bases per staple

strand. On average the staple strands of the test design are 42 bases long.

dFJC =
√
N · b2 =

√
42 · (0.7nm)2 = 4.54nm (2.1)

The used combination of Cy3 and BHQ3 as reporter system has a previously reported

Förster radius R0 = 5.02nm (energy transfer efficiency down to 50 %) [108].

Through binding to the scaffold, the end-to-end distance of the staple strand termini

changes to a known distance. The design defines the position of all bases of the DNA

origami structure (see subsection 1.4.1). For the test design, the average end-to-end

distance of each staple strand is 6.1 nm (Figure 2.2), which should lead to a sufficient

increase in the Cy3 intensity. This calculation does not consider the size and position of

the fluorophore and quencher molecules. This estimated distance increase corresponds

very well with the experimental data, showing only negligible fluorescence compared to

the background noise of the thermocycler’s detectors.

During the folding reaction, various interactions can occur between all ingredients in

solution, all potentially influencing the fluorescence signal. Folding reactions missing es-
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the intra-strand-proximity folding assay. (A) Left: Circle illustrates
scaffold strand, black arrows staple strands. Continuous binding stretches rare separated through
dots. Red cross indicates omitted staple strand per folding reaction. Orange arrow represents
replacement of the omitted staple strand Cyanine 3 (Cy3) as a green star on the 5’ terminus,
Black Hole Quencher 2 (BHQ2) as blue pentagon on the 3’ terminus. Right: 3D Cando model
of the folding product, a 42 helix bundle. Orange staple highlighted to show the position of Cy3
and BHQ2 after folding. (B) For each folding reaction working stocks including all staple strands
are prepared each including only one staple strand modified with Cy3 and BHQ2. (C) Each of
the 140 distinct folding experiments results in DNA origami objects with only one staple strand
labeled with the reporter system.
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Figure 2.4: Raw fluorescent signals of control experiments. Orange trace shows fluores-
cent signal of a full folding reaction. Gray traces represent different control samples, each lacking
an essential component of the reaction (folding buffer,scaffold, all staple strands besides the ob-
served one). Experiment starts at 25 ◦C, followed by two hours 65 ◦C incubation prior to folding at
50 ◦C for 14 hours.

sential reaction ingredients reveal the behavior of the remaining ingredients. All tested

combinations resulted in a neglectable increase of fluorescence, as seen in Figure 2.4.

The folding protocol includes a denaturing step at 65 ◦C to dissolve any secondary struc-

tures before folding at 50 ◦C. At high temperature, the fluorescence is in the regime of

the background of the detector. After cooling from 65 ◦C to 50 ◦C, the detectors show

an increase in fluorescence in all control samples. This phenomenon arises from the

temperature dependence of the fluorophore, which has an increased quantum yield at

50 ◦C [109]. Previous work showed that DNA origami objects self-assemble at a design

specific constant temperature. By incubating the 42-helix bundle folding reaction at 50 ◦C,

no continuous change in quantum yield of the fluorophore can occur. Thus the observed

signal increase corresponds to the binding of the labeled staple strand to the scaffold.

2.2 Data acquisition and processing

Four real-time qPCR thermocyclers (Agilent, see Appendix B) collected the fluorescent

traces for three sets of the 140 individual folding reactions. Since the increase of fluores-

cence directly arises from the binding of the labeled staple strand to the scaffold, proper

data processing allows extraction of the binding probability of each strand. Negative con-

trols, containing only buffer, provided the traces (Ibg) used for background correction of

all traces: The background corrected trace Ibg corr results from the subtraction of the
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negative controls from the raw intensities (Iraw):

Ibg corr(t) = Iraw(t)− Ibg(t) (2.2)

Agarose gel experiments of the folding reactions directly after cooling from 65 ◦C to

50 ◦C proofed that only an unfolded species of the scaffold exists and all DNA is still

single-stranded (see section D.5). Therefore the signal obtained at t0 = 0.75min after

cooling to 50 ◦C represents the unfolded state, in which no staple strand is bound to the

scaffold. This initial intensity defines the ”folding start” and is set to zero (I(t0) = 0).

After completing the self-assembly reaction, agarose gel electrophoresis analysis

revealed that almost 100 % of the initial material transformed to fully assembled DNA

origami objects and no other band, indicating unfolded species, occurs in the gels (see

section D.5).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM, see Appendix B) returned a direct visualiza-

tion of the folded DNA origami objects. This observation indicates that the final intensity

corresponds with the ”folding completion”. The final intensity resembles the binding of

all investigated staple strands to the DNA origami objects. This intensity value serves

as normalization of the trace (I(tend = 1.0). The final distance between fluorophore

and quencher varies, depending on the staple strand routing. These distances lead to

a different signal increase ∆I between the staple strands. Normalization to the ”folding

completion” eliminates these variations and allows to compare the individual traces. From

these assumptions, the processed traces resemble as

Inormalized(t) =
Ibg corr(t)− Ibg corr(t0)

Ibg corr(tend)− Ibg corr(t0)
(2.3)

. The thus treated traces of the three independent datasets are averaged to represent the

binding probability of each staple strand accurately. Calculating the mean folding time of

the staple strands allows sorting the individual staples according to a sequence of binding

events during the self-assembly process.

2.3 Investigation of the 42 helix bundle test design

The intra-strand-proximity assay generated three independent datasets including one

trace for each of the 140 staple strands of the test design (described in section 1.4.

Data processing, as described before, and averaging led to one set of 140 characteristic

traces. The resulting traces of the individual staple strands differ in curvature, standard

deviation and the time to reach saturation. This deviation (see Figure 2.5 for 5 exemplary

traces) in the signal increase corresponds to the binding behavior of the examined staple
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strands. The differentiation of the binding of the individual staple strands becomes pos-

sible through a clear deviation of the recorded traces. While some staple strands show

a steep slope at the beginning of the folding experiments (staple 96, black trace in Fig-

ure 2.5) other staple strands seem to undergo a delay with an increasing slope over time

(staple strands 46 and 62, traces in red and blue).

The complete dataset of processed traces (shown as a 2D surface plot in Figure 2.6)

reveals the full range of binding kinetics of the individual staple strands. While the fastest

staple strands show saturation within v 40 minutes, the slowest staple strands do not

saturate earlier than within 300 minutes.
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Figure 2.5: Exemplary traces of the intra-strand-proximity assay of the 42 helix bundle test
design. Processed and averaged traces of exemplary staple strands. Shaded areas describe the
standard deviation of the averaged traces.
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Figure 2.6: Complete data set of the intra-strand-proximity assay of the 42 helix bundle
test design. Each column represents the reaction progress for a single staple strand over time.
Each trace is calculated from three individually prepared experiments.

2.4 Contribution of the staple strand sequence

DNA origami objects fold within different temperature and time regimes. Design and fold-

ing experience suggests that folding behavior is connected to design details and strand

properties. To investigate only one influence at a time, it is necessary to keep all other

parameters constant. It is possible to test the relevance of the staple strand sequence

to the folding process within one DNA origami design without modifying the topology of

the object. By shifting the start position of the scaffold sequence in the design file, all

staple strand sequences change. Since the individual segments of each staple strand

bind to distinct regions of the scaffold strand, this results in a set of staple strands with

completely changed sequences. Thereby the segments gain different binding energies,

although the total amount of bound basepairs remains the same in the folded structure

and the topology is identical to the first permutation. Based on the first DNA origami test

design (”variant 0”) a shift of the scaffold sequence start position generated a second

version of the 42 helix bundle (”variant 1”).

Since the global shape of the structure and the topology of the routing remains the

same compared to the first variant investigated in section 2.3 direct comparison of the in-

dividual staple strand incorporation traces can allow identifying the influence of sequence

variation on the binding behavior. Even though the global folding behavior of ”variant

1” is shifted towards higher temperatures compared to ”variant 0” the sequence of bind-

ing events and therefore the folding pathway of the DNA origami objects can remain the

same.

Previous work revealed that the version, chosen for the following experiments, folds
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Figure 2.7: Complete data set of the intra-strand-proximity assay for ”variant 1” of the 42
helix bundle. Each column represents the reaction progress for a single staple strand over time.
Each trace is calculated from three individually prepared experiments.

even at slightly higher constant temperature (52 ◦C, [17]), but in comparable time scale. A

change in the binding behavior of the staple strands can influence the folding temperature

and the cooperative effects during the self-assembly process.

To investigate the self-assembly behavior, the same folding protocols as for the first

design ”variant 0” was applied to ”variant 1” resulting in another three sets of 140 folding

reactions for this permutation. Again only one staple strand per folding reaction was

labeled with a Cy3 fluorophore and a BHQ2 quencher to investigate the binding of the

particular staple strand to the scaffold. Processing the collected data reveals a gradually

distributed binding behavior within the same time range ( see Figure 2.7), comparable to

the results of section 2.3.

This dataset can now be compared to the data from the first design variant ( in Fig-

ure 2.6) for each staple strand. The difference of the reaction progress of a single staple

strand can be directly analyzed. As the topology of the two variants of the 42 helix bundle

does not differ, a change of the sequence of binding events relates to the permutated

staple strand sequences.

2.5 Sequence of binding events derived from intra-strand-proximity
assay

As explained in section 2.3 and section 2.4 background correction and normalization of

the observed fluorescence intensity lead to a set of traces which represent the binding

of the staple strands. The observation of all staple strands in individual folding reactions,
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each including only one labeled strand, describes the complete folding pathway of the

DNA origami test object with a single staple strand resolution.

Calculating the mean folding time tmean for each reaction progress trace defines a

single number for each staple strand describing its position within the sequence of binding

events. Compared to the time needed to reach a set saturation value, the calculation of

the mean folding time implements the curvature of the trace and is, therefore, a more

accurate representation of the kinetics of the staple strands than the time needed to

reach an arbitrary value. tmean defines as the integral

< tmean >=

∫
dI

dt
· tdt (2.4)

with the normalized intensity of the signal I.

Applying the calculation of the mean folding time to the averaged and normalized

dataset derived from the intra-strand-proximity assay allows sorting of the data from the

fastest to slowest incorporating staple strands. This ordered list represents the folding

pathway of the DNA Origami test object. Incorporation times also determine the start and

duration of the folding process under the assumption that the mean folding time of the first

binding staple strands indicates the formation of the first folding seed of the DNA Origami

objects. The binding of the last staple strand accomplishes full folding of the structure,

accordingly. Both scaffold strand permutations of the 42 helix bundle test design each

provide a comprehensive dataset. Sorting according to the mean folding time of each

staple strand defines the folding pathway.

Figure 2.8A shows all reaction progress traces derived from the intra-strand-proximity

assay for permutation 0 of the 42 helix bundle. The mean folding time calculated for

each staple strand allows sorting the traces accordingly. A clear gradient occurs which

represents the folding pathway of the DNA origami object. The mean folding time for the

staple strands of permutation 0 range from 22 to 50 minutes, while the time needed to

reach saturation spans a broader time frame from∼ 40 to ∼ 300 minutes. In Figure 2.8B

the same data processing was applied to the reaction progress traces derived for ”variant

1” of the 42 helix bundle. In comparison to the ”variant 0”, the gradient becomes less

linear with some staple strands showing faster saturation. In this case, the mean folding

times vary between 2 and 25 minutes, while saturation occurs within ∼ 5 to ∼ 300

minutes. Both permutations of the DNA origami test objects show that the structures

indeed undergo a specific sequence of binding events within the folding process, which

takes roughly the same time for completion (based on signal saturation). Each variant of

the DNA origami test object shows fast binding staple strands, which undergo a signal

increase at the beginning of the folding experiment, while the slowest observed staple

strands seem unable to bind at all in the beginning.
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For a direct comparison of the folding pathway of the two variants of the 42 helix

bundle, ”variant 1” is sorted according to the mean folding times of the staple strands

from ”variant 0”. The resulting order of the traces (see Figure 2.8C) does not show a

smooth gradient. A slight global trend remains, but the staple strands do not follow the

same folding pathway. However individual staple strand identities still show a correlation

of the binding probability for the two scaffold permutations. All staple strands retain the

same routing within the DNA origami design, while the permutation leads to a change

of all staple strand sequences. These changed sequences seem to affect the binding

probabilities partially.

The fact that only a correlation between the two scaffold permutations occurs indicates

a more complex binding behavior which might depend on a combination of strand routing

and sequence. The intra-strand-proximity assay can only resolve the binding of a staple
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Figure 2.8: Incorporation probability traces derived from the intra-strand-proximity assay.
Each column represents the binding probability of one staple strand identity. Data is obtained
from the sets of individual folding reactions.(A) Full dataset of permutation 0 of the DNA origami
test object. Data sorted according to the mean folding time of each trace of permuation 0. (B)
Full dataset of permutation 1 of the DNA origami test object. Data sorted according to the mean
folding time of permutation 1. (C) Full dataset of permutation 1 of the DNA origami test object.
Data sorted according to the mean folding time of permutation 0.

strand in its entirety which limits further insights.
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Chapter 3

Inter-strand-proximity folding assay

The previously described method used staple strands that carried a fluorescent dye and a

quencher at each terminus. The fluorescent signal thus reported on the distance between

staple-strand termini, which increases upon the binding of the staple-strand segments to

the scaffold. In order to investigate the binding process of individual staple segments, a

second experimental approach was developed. It bases on the Förster Resonance En-

ergy Transfer effect (FRET) between two fluorophores ( [93]). The fluorescent signal of

the acceptor fluorophore (Cyanine 5, Cy5) increases when it comes into close proximity

to a donor fluorophores (Cyanine 3, Cy3). In each folding reaction, two distinct staple

strands each carry one of the donor and acceptor fluorophores on one terminus. The

distance between those two fluorophores decreases through the binding of the two termi-

nal staple-strand segments during the DNA-origami folding process. Therefore the FRET

readout reports of the binding of two specific staple-strand termini to the same scaffold

molecule. It allows observing the DNA-origami folding process on an even more detailed

level, as it depends on the binding of staple-strand segments rather than the binding of

the staple strand in its entirety.

3.1 Experimental approach

FRET between two fluorophores is strongly distance dependent (see section 1.3) and

thus allows to observe the distance development between the two labeled staple strand

segments. Since fluorescent dyes are commercially available as modifications for each

terminus of a staple strand, folding experiments observing the binding of a terminal

staple-strand segment can differentiate between the 5’ and 3’ terminus. This approach

addresses the binding of each staple strand with two separate experiments, i.e., one ex-

periment for each terminal segment. In addition, the experiments reveal the correlation

between the binding probabilities for each terminal segment. The fluorescent signal in this

31
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approach depends on the binding of both labeled staple-strand segments to their position,

which thereby minimizes the distance between the fluorophores. A signal increase can

only occur with the slower incorporating strand segment binding to its position. However

which of the two staple-strand segments is limiting the signal increase remains unknown

within a single measurement. To overcome this restriction, a full set of measurements

has to include all possible FRET partners for each fixed segment. This allows comparing

the fastest and slowest binding events. Further data processing revealed the binding pro-

cess of the individual staple strand segments. The 42-helix bundle ”variant 0” served as

the target for the inter-strand-proximity assay. The most comprehensive dataset includes

all combinations of terminal staple-strand segments as FRET partners.

Three criteria have to be fulfilled by the dataset:

• each staple strand terminus occurs at least once as the donor

• each staple strand terminus occurs at least once as the acceptor

• the final distance between the fluorophores has to be within the FRET range

The first two criteria that each staple strand terminus occurs at least in one folding

reaction as a donor and once as an acceptor (see Figure 3.1) guarantee that the collected

data is a complete set of all FRET pairs from which the incorporation probabilities of the

individual termini can be calculated.

In order to measure FRET, the dye specific FRET radius R0 sets an adequate upper

limit for the distance between the fluorophores. This radius describes the distance at

which the efficiency of the dipole-dipole interaction of the two fluorophores is 50 % (see

section 1.3). In the case of Cy3 and Cy5, this radius is experimentally determined at 5.4

nm [110]. Within the design ”variant 0”, 3174 possible termini pairs which have a distance

below the R0 value occur (see subsection 1.4.1).

To correctly identify the individual folding reactions, the following nomenclature de-

fines each reaction trace: Ri,j , where i indicates the staple strand terminus labeled as

the donor, while j identifies the acceptor-labeled strand terminus. Each index can be a

value between 0 - 279, where 0 - 139 denotes 5’ termini and 140 - 279 indicates 3’ termini

with the constraint of not having the same staple strand chosen as donor and acceptor at

the same time i /∈ {j − 140, j, j + 140}.
To apply the experimental approach to all possible FRET pairs each staple strand is

needed in five variants:

• unmodified staple-strand sequence

• staple-strand sequence with 5’-Cy5
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Figure 3.1: Measured FRET pairs and occurrence of staple strand termini. (A) All measured
FRET pairs indicated as red dots. X-axis shows donor index, where 0 - 139 represents 5’ termini
and 140 - 279 depicts 3’ termini. Y-axis denotes for the acceptor labeled staple strand termini in
an equal nomenclature. (B) Number of occurrences of staple strand termini as donor (red) and
acceptor (blue) respectively. Index indicates 5’ termini from 0 - 139, while 140 - 279 depicts 3’
termini.
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Figure 3.2: Raw fluorescent signals of control experiments. Orange trace shows fluorescent
signal of a full folding reaction. Gray traces obtained from different control samples, each lacking
an essential component of the reaction (folding buffer,scaffold, all staples besides the observed
FRET pair). Experiment starts at 25 ◦C, followed by two hours 65 ◦C incubation prior to folding at
50 ◦C for 14 hours.

• staple-strand sequence with 5’-Cy3

• staple-strand sequence with 3’-Cy5

• staple-strand sequence with 3’-Cy3

The inter-strand-proximity assay used the same temperature protocol for the folding

reaction as previously described for the intra-strand assay. The temperature jump from

65 ◦C to 50 ◦C again results in increased fluorescence [111]. At 65 ◦C the intensity of the

FRET signal remains stable on a low level, comparable to the background signal. Test

reactions, each missing a key component for successful folding such as scaffold, working

stock or folding buffer, showed close to no increase of FRET during the incubation at

50 ◦C. In contrast, a complete folding reaction leads to a continuous increase in measured

FRET, which eventually saturates towards the end of the experiment (Figure 3.2).

3.2 Practical challenges

The folding-reaction mix for a DNA Origami object includes all staple strands required for

the formation of the designed object. In order to observe the self-assembly process via

FRET, two out of those strands have to be replaced by fluorescently modified strands. A

complete dataset for the inter-strand-proximity assay consists of 3174 folding reactions,

each with a unique staple-strand mixture. The preparation of these folding samples re-
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quired a vast amount of pipetting steps including several practical challenges which had

to be overcome.

Pipetting

For each working stock of the test design 138 of 140 oligonucleotides stored in two 96-

well plates have to be prepared. The addition of two modified staple strands completes

each working stock. These additional staple strands are part of a library of 560 strands,

containing all possible Cy3 or Cy5 modifications at the 5’ and 3’ terminus respectively.

Only one combination of donor and acceptor labeled staple strands can be observed per

folding reaction because it is not possible to distinguish the origin of the signal increase if

two (or more) FRET pairs could interact with each other and contribute to the measured

intensity.

Volumina

While the detector range of the RT-PCR systems defines the minimum and maximum

concentration of the fluorophores in the reaction mixture, the maximum total reaction

volume is limited by the plastic ware used in the system, to 50µl (see pipetting protocol

in Appendix B). Therefore only 35 µl can be used for pipetting of the staple strands

since scaffold and buffer require the remaining volume. To ensure proper pipetting of all

reaction ingredients the minimum volume of each pipetting step has to be in the range

of the used pipettes. The lowest possible volume to pipette per step using the available

Mettler-Toledo pipettes is 0.5 µl, and therefore not all staple strands can be pipetted

individually. A workaround to solve this limitation is to prepool staple strands into 140

working stocks each missing one of the 140 staples strands. Aliquoting those stocks

four times and adding the missing sequence modified with a fluorophore (Cy3 or Cy5,

located at 5’/3’ end respectively) lead to 560 complete working stocks each containing

one labeled strand. A combination of two working stocks, one with a staple strand labeled

with a donor dye and a second containing a staple strand modified with an acceptor dye,

leads to a folding reaction defined in Figure 3.1A.

After the preparation of the 560 stocks, this approach reduces the pipetting of each

folding reaction to only two additional steps to achieve a complete folding mixture for

all following reactions. As each stock contains a full set of 140 staple strands, this

workaround generates folding reactions containing both fluorescently labeled and un-

labeled strands used for FRET. As a consequence, the labeled and unlabeled staple

strands will compete to bind to the scaffold. Under the assumption that the fluorophore

modifications have an only minor influence on the kinetics of the staple strand binding an

equal distribution of incorporation of labeled and unlabeled strands in the folding reaction

should be the result. Since the binding of the staple strand carrying the donor fluorophore

and the second staple strand, modified with the acceptor, are independent of each other

only 25 % of the final folded structure will have both, donor and acceptor staple strands
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Figure 3.3: Contamination control experiment. Dilution series of the source well of the pipet-
ting protocol (green, 20 %, 10 % and 2 %) and the detected fluorescence in the neighboring wells
(blue, first to third neighbor).

incorporated. By exciting the donor fluorophore and recording the acceptor intensity only

those DNA origami objects with both labeled staple strands will contribute to the detected

FRET signal.

Automation

Although this prepooling reduced the amount of pipetting steps by a factor of 100, pro-

cess automation through a pipetting robot (Bravo Automated Liquid Handling Platform

from Agilent), ensured a logged and reproducible pipetting result. The pipetting protocol

can be implemented, taking the lower pipetting limit of the instrument into account ( 5 µ l).

Operated in single head mode, the pipetting system uses only one pipette tip at a time in

order to aspirate multiple staple strands until the tip reached its capacity. These aspiration

steps are followed by dispensing the collected staple strands to the desired stock. Pipet-

ting the protocol with control plate containing a highly concentrated fluorescently labeled

oligonucleotide in only one well, while all other contained pure water, tested the amount

of cross-contamination. After running the complete pipetting protocol, the fluorescence

of representative samples from the source plate indicates the level of contamination. The

fluorescence detectable in the three nearest neighbors of the source well is comparable

to a fifty-fold dilution of the source or about 2 % of contamination (see Figure 3.3).

Since the protocol contained several thousand aspiration and hundreds of dispensing

steps the total runtime of the protocol summed up to 16 hours. Volume measurements of

exemplary wells of the source and target plates, immediately after a test run with water,

showed, that evaporation is neglectable. The average loss per well was measured to be

less than 5 % of the expected volume.

Each of the four datasets of the inter-strand-proximity assay was obtained from indi-
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the inter-strand-proximity folding assay experiment. (A) For each
folding reaction scaffold (black circle) is mixed with a set of staple strands (black arrowed lines)
missing two strands of the complete working stock, which are then added as variants modified
with a donor dye (Cy3, green star) and an acceptor dye (Cy5, red star). Modified strands are
chosen in a way, that the final distance of the fluorophores is less than 5 nm. (B) 3200 individual
folding reactions allow to observe the probe-specific FRET signal at 50 ◦C. (C) 560 Working stock
solutions were prepared in a way, that each staple occurs once labeled with a Cy3 at its 5’ terminus
and once with a Cy5 at its 5’ terminus (respectively 3’ terminus). (D) By adding a donor stock i and
an acceptor stock j to the reaction mixture including scaffold and folding buffer a probe specific
intensity increase of the FRET signal can be observed over time at a 50 ◦C constant temperature
folding.

vidually prepared stocks, which were used to then pool stocks including a donor-labeled

staple strand with a second stock including an acceptor-carrying staple strand. For this

purpose a second pipetting protocol guaranteed rapidly mixing of the scaffold, the folding

buffer and the two desired working stocks into a reaction mixture. In total preparation

of one 96-well plate for folding experiments took about one hour, which resulted in ne-

glectable evaporation. Due to technical failure of the robot part of the folding reactions

had to be pipetted manually, which was feasible within the same time frame.
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3.3 Resulting data and processing

Each reaction was pipetted only once per dataset in order to maintain the quality of the

staple strands during sample preparation and to avoid aging of the stocks. To test re-

producibility and to validate results four independently pipetted data sets were acquired

in total. All of the acquired datasets share the same library of fluorescently labeled sta-

ple strands, which were aliquoted and stored at −20 ◦C to ensure their quality(see sec-

tion D.1), while the unmodified staple strands were freshly synthesized for each run.

After the measurement of all FRET pairs, subtraction of the signal from buffer-only sam-

ples served as background correction. As used in the intra-strand-proximity assay, one

can assume, that directly after the denaturing step, at the temperature jump from 65 ◦C

to 50 ◦C, no staple strand could bind to the scaffold. The initial signal received for t0 is

subtracted from the data, giving

Ii,j(t0) = 0

. Although the total increase in FRET depends on the distance between the two fluo-

rophores, gel migration experiments and transmission electron microscopy showed that

all folding reactions reached completion with no unfolded species remaining. Thus nor-

malization of the data is achieved by dividing the traces through the obtained signal in-

tensities at the end of the experiment, with

Ii,j(tend) = 1.0

. Subsequent steps included a comparison of the data, discarding of corrupted traces

and averaging of the remaining data. Discarded traces include all experiments showing

no typical fluorescence due to pipetting mistakes and malfunctions of detector or thermo-

cycler. From 3174 distinct FRET-pair measurements 211 quadruplets, 747 triplets, and

1823 duplets remained for further analysis.

The resulting dataset ensures that all staple strand termini occur at least once in a

trace as a donor and as an acceptor respectively. This allows a direct comparison of

each FRET pair with all other measurements. The final traces show a characteristic be-

havior differing in their curvature and time needed to reach saturation. Figure 3.5 groups

exemplary traces obtained from the inter-strand-proximity assay, processed as described.

The individual traces overlap with other measurements, but in total the FRET traces show

a broad range of signal behavior. The exemplary curves identify fast incorporating FRET

pairs, reaching signal saturation within less than one hour, while the slowest traces slowly

reach the maximum over the full experiment time.

The entire dataset (see Figure 3.6) allows a direct comparison of each FRET pair

with all others. Sorting the dataset according to the time needed to reach 80 % saturation
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Figure 3.5: Exemplary inter-strand-proximity assay traces. Individual traces can be sorted
into fast (red), intermediate (orange) and slow (blue) groups. Gray trace highlights one individual
measurement.
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Figure 3.6: Complete data set of the inter-strand-proximity folding assay. Traces sorted
according to the mean folding time of each pair-probe reaction. Color indicates the reaction
progress of each FRET pair i,j. Saturation (blue area) is reached between ten and 300 minutes.

reveals a clear gradient with a broad distribution of the FRET traces. The saturation

time differs within 20 to 200 minutes, while most traces converge to the maximum within

60 minutes. These results match previously obtained data from global folding analysis,

based on Sybr Green intercalation into double-stranded DNA and gel agarose mobility

assays. In these experiments, the DNA origami test object achieved successful self-

assembly within 60 to 140 minutes [17]. Besides the observation of fast saturating traces

and a gradient within the reaction progress of the individual traces, a delay in signal

increase occurs for the slowest FRET pairs. For those, almost no signal increase arises in

the beginning, indicating the relevance of cooperativity during the self-assembly process

and the importance of structural formation.



Chapter 4

Segmented binding of staple
strands

The first described, experimental approach, the intra-strand-proximity assay allows a

straightforward determination of incorporation probabilities over time of all staple strands

as the signal increase is directly proportional to the binding probability of the probe strand.

The second set of experiments, based on the inter-strand-proximity assay, reports for

each measured combination the evolution of the distance of two labeled staple strand

segments. While each measurement cannot reveal the incorporation of the two seg-

ments separately, combined analysis of the entire dataset sheds light on the individual

binding behavior. For these traces calculation of the mean folding time as well as analysis

of the time needed to reach 80 % saturation can give an insight on the folding behavior

on a molecular and global level of detail.

In contrast to the intra-strand-proximity assay, the large data set received from the

inter-strand-proximity assay allows gaining even more detailed insight into the binding

events of the self-assembly process. The observations through this approach reveal the

binding behavior of staple strand termini as part of a FRET pair instead of the whole staple

strands as a single binding probe. Thereby each staple strand is not only denoted through

one binding event but exhibits two observable binding steps, which can behave differently

and report individually. To successfully extract information of the binding probabilities, a

more sophisticated analysis of the collected data is needed. For this purpose, a model

describing the observed FRET signal as a consequence of two binding events is applied.

4.1 Relative order of binding events

The investigation of the behavior of FRET pairs of neighboring staple strand termini and

a comparison of the resulting folding traces with each other during the self-assembly

41
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process serves as the first step towards a sequence of binding events. The dataset

allows to quickly identify fast and slow FRET pairs in relation to the adjacent FRET pairs.

Besides, a direct comparison of FRET pairs which share one common staple strand,

reveals whether a staple strand terminus binds fast or slow within the observed group of

staple strand segments.

Within the entire dataset of v 2800 distinct FRET pairs, subsets with constant donor

position occur, where only the acceptor dye is permutated within the adjacent staple

strand segments. Some of these FRET traces remain indistinguishable with next to no

difference in their signal independent of the acceptor position(see Figure 4.1A). As men-

tioned before, the signal readout depends on the binding of the two staple strand seg-

ments modified with the fluorophores. Indistinguishable traces are a result of the shared

donor strand binding slower compared to the used acceptor strands, which limits the sig-

nal increase, therefore. In contrast, groups of FRET pairs (see Figure 4.1B) occur, again

with the same donor strand and differing acceptor positions, showing a broad range of

signal increase. Those curves represent fast incorporating donor strands, in which the

slower binding acceptor strands mainly limit the signal. These differing results provide a

relative order of incorporation for the acceptor strands, as all of them are binding slower

than the donor strands but with rates different enough distinguish.
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Figure 4.1: Exemplary reaction progress curves of FRET pairs with one common labeled
staple strand. Direct comparison of two groups of reaction progress traces, each group sharing
the same staple strand labeled with a Cy3, but differ in the Cy5 modified staple strand. Overlap-
ping traces in (A) and clearly distinguishable ones in (B). (A) Staple strand 64 labeled on the 5’
terminus with a Cy3 dye and three of its neighboring staple strands. (B) Staple strand 40 labeled
on the 5’ terminus with a Cy3 dye and three of its neighboring staple strands. Kinetics of the
acceptor-modified staple strands can be sorted with respect to the donor-carrying staple strand
incorporation.

As these measurements were derived from bulk folding experiments the conclusion
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arises that indeed some staple strand segments tend to bind earlier to their complemen-

tary sequence on the scaffold than others and thus enabling following strand segments

to bind. If the binding of the staple strands would not follow a defined folding pathway,

no difference in the intensity increase of the fluorescent signal should occur between the

different folding reactions as it is most likely that the average of all DNA origami objects

in the bulk solution would level out all potential individual binding events.

4.2 Model to fit incorporation probabilities of terminal seg-
ments

The comparison of subsets of FRET pairs allows only to sort them and to address the

difference of the group of observed staple strand termini. These subsets do not allow

to reveal the sequence of binding events during the folding of a DNA origami object in-

cluding all staple strands. Implementing a model describing the signal depending on the

binding probabilities of the two labeled staple strand segments allows overcoming this

limitation. With this model, the comprehensive dataset including all terminal staple strand

segments in various distinct measurements can reveal the sequence of binding events.

The first step toward a model is to define some boundary conditions for the observed

reaction progress Ri,j . i, j indicate the terminus which is labeled with the donor (i) and

the acceptor (j). For the data processing two assumptions defined the normalization:

Ri,j(t0) = 0

and

Ri,j(tend) = 1.0

A calculation of the mean distance of any two fluorophores within the folding reaction,

but not bound to the scaffold, reveals that the distances exceed the effective range of

the dipole-dipole interaction, as this is distance dependent to the power of six [112].

Therefore the background FRET efficiency is zero, and a signal can only arise through

the binding of both labeled staple strand segments to the complementary scaffold region,

thereby reducing the dye-to-dye distance.

The mean distance of any two fluorophores in the folding reaction depends on the

staple strand concentration. With a standard concentration of each staple strand of

cstaple = 100nM

Vdye =
1

c
=

1024nm3

6.022 · 1016
=

1.66 · 107nm3

molecule
(4.1)

As the concentrations of the two labeled staple strands are equal their distance is
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given by:

ddyes =
1

2
·
√

3 · 3
√
Vdye = 220.8nm (4.2)

Control gel experiments and TEM imaging of complete folding reactions directly after

cooling the reaction mixture from 65 ◦C to 50 ◦C and after the full folding incubation re-

vealed that indeed no folded structures could be observed in the beginning at t0, while

the final product solely consists of fully folded DNA origami objects (tend). These exper-

imental results lead to the assumptions for the binding probability of each strand at the

beginning and end of the experiment:

Pi(t0) = 0

and

Pi(tend) = 1.0

The collected data of the fluorometric assays are collected in bulk folding solution

including billions of individual DNA origami objects. The self-assembly reaction underlies

stochastic processes and therefore not all DNA origami objects necessarily fold within

the same time frame. Therefore the observed FRET signals do not represent an on/off

behavior of all staple strands in solution at once, but rather a gradual increase of binding.

Since the majority of DNA origami objects folds within a narrow time frame, the effect on

individual staple strand binding probabilities results in a slight uncertainty and a mismatch

between the model and the observed folding reaction.

The most simple description for the reaction progress Ri,j(t) is, to be directly proportional

to the product of incorporation probabilities of the two labeled staple strand segments

Pi(t) and Pj(t). This model includes the boundary conditions with:

Ri,j(t) = Pi(t) · Pj(t) (4.3)

Implementing this model into Matlab allows to fit all binding probability traces Pi into

the experimentally derived reaction progress data by using the least square solver (see

Appendix C for details). The algorithm, therefore, minimizes the sum of squares for all

reaction progress traces Ri,j :

min
∑
i,j

(Ri,j(t)− Pi(t) · Pj(t))
2 (4.4)

Although this describes the data satisfyingly one has to note that this model includes the

assumption that all binding probabilities are entirely independent of each other, thereby

excluding all possible cooperative effects. This neglection stands in contradiction to previ-
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Figure 4.2: Extraction of binding probabilities from reaction progress traces.The applied
model uses all individual reaction progress traces to calculate the best fit for eacht binding prob-
ability. Dots illustrate datapoints, solid lines represent double exponential fits. (A) Exemplary
reaction progress traces Ri,j with a common donor-labeled staple strand and adjacent acceptor-
labeled staple strands. (B) Binding probabilities derived from the experimental data using the
described model.

ous experimental results [100] and might be an over-simplification, but allows to robustly

determine the incorporation probabilities out of the 2871 collected data traces.

This model allows to address two sets of incorporation probabilities, now differenti-

ating the incorporation of each staple strand terminus in contrast to the staple strand

incorporation of the intra-strand-proximity approach in section 2.3. The mean folding time

for all terminal staple strand segments can be calculated, which allows sorting 5’ and

3’ terminus binding and correlating the binding behavior of the two ends of each staple

strand with each other. The two sets of mean folding times reveal a different range of

incorporation for the 5’ terminal segments ( from 21 to 49 minutes) compared to the 3’

termini (from 21 to 39 minutes).

Individual sorting of both sets of incorporation probabilities according to their calcu-

lated mean folding time reveals that the two sets of staple strand termini follow a well-

defined pathway of binding events during the self-assembly process. While the 5’ termini

reach saturation in a range from 20 to 60 minutes, the 3’ termini accomplish binding from

15 to 50 minutes.

Both datasets in Figure 4.3 show smooth gradients of incorporation after sorting ac-

cording to the mean folding time of the terminal staple strands. Although the range of

incorporation times differs between 5’ and 3’ termini, the majority of binding events takes

place in a comparable time frame.
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Figure 4.3: Binding probabilities of the terminal staple strand segments. Data sorted ac-
cording to the mean folding time of the individual staple strand segments. (A) Incorporation traces
of 5’ terminal staple segments. (B) Incorporation traces of 3’ terminal staple segments. Staple
indices in (A) and (B) do not represent the same staple strand identities.
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4.3 Backcalculation of reaction progress traces

A back-calculation of the reaction progress Ri,j,calc(t) for all FRET pairs with the model-

derived incorporation probabilities Pi(t) has to resemble the original traces. These back-

calculations test the consistency of the dataset derived from the model and the effect of

the vast amount of traces in the massively overdetermined model. As the model mini-

mizes the root mean squared of

Ri, j(t)− Pi(t) · Pj(t)

, a smoothing effect can be observed. Curves which tend towards the fast, respectively

slow, extremes will be described less accurately and shifted towards the more intermedi-

ate traces. As long as this does not change the relative order of the traces the sequence

of binding events within the DNA origami self-assembly process can be resolved with

this model. Nevertheless, this might lead to a slightly wrong estimation of the incorpora-

tion times. The initially introduced boundary condition Pi(t) ≤ 1.0 and the fact that the

reaction progress traces are normalized to meet the criterium Ri,j(tend) = 1.0 does not

allow the back-calculated traces to exceed 1.0 (Ri,jend(t) = Pi(t) · Pj(t) ≤ 1.0). This

limitation underestimates potentially higher FRET efficiencies during the folding process,

which can occur if an intermediate folding state provides a lower end-to-end distance for

the fluorophores than the final folding product.

The comparison of the dataset and the back-calculated traces in Figure 4.4 reveals

that the model can reproduce the original data, resembling the overall trend of incorpora-

tion probabilities. The previously described smoothing of extrema appears as expected.

This smoothing leads to more uniform traces appearing as significantly less noise in the

gradient from the fast to slow reaction progress traces. The binding probability traces

derived from this model can serve as a base for further analysis of the DNA origami

self-assembly process.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of measured and calculated reaction progress traces. Both data
sets sorted according to the time needed to reach 80 % signal saturation. (A) Original averaged
inter strand proximity assay dataset of all Ri,j . Reaction progress traces of all reproduced FRET
pairs sorted according from fast to slow saturating reaction progress. (B) Back-calculated traces
Ri,jcalc. Calculated reaction progress traces using the fitted incorporation traces from the model.



Chapter 5

Effects of subsets of staple strands
on the folding process

The experimental results, in chapter 2 and chapter 3, have revealed the sequence of

binding events of the DNA-origami test design. The folding pathway of the investigated

structure includes both the observation of the binding of the staple strands as well as

information of the individual binding of the terminal segments of each staple strand. The

observation of a folding pathway for the DNA-origami test object allows to differentiate

the individual staple strands according to their folding kinetics and defines fast and late

binding staple strands.

Time-resolved cryogenic folding experiments based on agarose gel electrophoresis

revealed the global folding process in previous studies [17]. This type of experiments

complements the fluorometric observations and allows to address the influence of a sub-

set of staple strands on the self-assembly process. Therefore additional folding reactions

tested the influence of the following variations of staple strand sets:

• Defects of fast and slow binding staple strands

• Defects of strong and weak binding staple strands

• Missing of long staple strand segments

• Staple strand concentrations

As described in section B.2 continous freezing of aliquots of modified folding reactions

in liquid nitrogen preserved the folding state of the sample at the given time. All frozen

samples were thawed in a thermocycler at 35 ◦C within 15 minutes to ensure comparability

and to avoid the formation of aggregates during thawing at room temperature [17]. The

samples were loaded onto an agarose gel representing different stadiums of the folding

reaction over time.

49
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5.1 Influence of early and late binding staple strands

The determination of a defined folding pathway within the DNA origami self-assembly

process identifies fast and slow binding staple strands. The binding of each staple strand

leads to a configurational change of the scaffold strand and might influence the binding of

all other following staple strands. Folding reactions with modified working stock sets test

the influence of the fast binding staples on the seed formation during the folding process.

The same type of experiments can equally reveal cooperative effects and the contribution

of slow binding staple strands to the overall self-assembly result. Folding reactions with

modifications of random staple strands and without any defects complement the set of

experiments as a control of the observations. The comparison of time-resolved gel elec-

trophoresis reveals the influence of the individual staple strands and their segments on

the global folding process [113].

5.1.1 Strands missing

The first set of folding experiments analyzed by time-resolved gel electrophoresis inves-

tigated the contribution of subsets of staple strands to the global folding process. Incom-

plete working stocks, missing a subset of staple strands replaced the folding reactions

including all 140 staple strands. The subset of missing staple strands consisted of those

who were identified to have a terminal segment, which binds early (late respectively). To

gradually increase the defects in the folding reaction working stocks lacking 10 and 20 of

the earliest, respectively latest, staple strands could be part of the folding mixture. These

defect-including folding experiments allowed to test the influence of the early stage co-

operativity and the consequences of defects for the folding. Omitting a certain number of

staple strands decreases the number of connecting crossovers within the DNA origami

design on the one hand, which can reduce the overall folding speed as some regions of

the scaffold might not come into close proximity that easily. On the other hand, the omit-

ted staple strands leave parts of the scaffold single-stranded which reduces the stability

of adjacent regions.

With an average of 42 bases per staple strand, the folded objects resulting from these

experiments, are missing from 420 to 840 base pairs respectively. These defects lead

to an increased floppiness of the structure as some double-helical domains lose their

inter helix connection via staple strand crossover to neighboring helices. Besides, an

additional contribution to a destabilization of the DNA origami objects occurs through

several double helical domains lacking terminal base stacks with their missing neighbors.

The decrease in structural stability causes a slight shift in gel migration mobility of the

folded species, compared to a defect-free DNA origami object [20].

Both sets of experiments, omitting those staple strands having a 5’ terminal segment
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Figure 5.1: Illustration of the folding reaction omitting several staples. Left: Colored arrows
represent staple strands, and dots separate segments. Red crosses mark staple strands left
out in the folding reaction. Grey circular line illustrates scaffold. Right: Colored staple strands
are bound to the complementary sequence stretches on the scaffold (separated through dots).
Missing staple strands leave stretches unbound, illustrated through grey dotted lines.

Figure 5.2: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments with missing staple strands.
Comparison of a full folding reaction (top) compared with folding reactions in which 10 (and 20)
staple strands, showing the fastest (respectively slowest) 5’ terminal segments, are omitted. The
first lane in each gel is a fully folded 42 helix bundle control object. Arrows marked with ”1”
indicate the appearance of an intermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight
the occurrence of the fully folded species.
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Figure 5.3: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments with missing staple strands.
Comparison of a full folding reaction (top) compared with folding reactions in which 10 (and 20)
staple strands, showing the fastest (respectively slowest) 3’ terminal segments, are omitted. The
first lane in each gel is a fully folded 42 helix bundle control object. Arrows marked with ”1”
indicate the appearance of an intermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight
the occurrence of the fully folded species.

identified as fast or slowly incorporating and those with 3’ terminal segments binding

fast or slowly, lead to a significant change in the migration behavior (Figure 5.2 and Fig-

ure 5.3). Interestingly the effects occurring in the modified folding reactions do not differ

that much between the 5’ termini and the 3’ termini selected staple strand sets. All defects

have in common that they lead to decreased folding efficiency both in time and reduces

the yield of the correctly folded product after the 6-hour incubation at 50 ◦C.

Omitting fast staple strands in the folding reaction additionally leads to a stabilization

of the unfolded and intermediate species, which show slower gel migration than the fully

folded structures. Those two species remain present until the end of the folding experi-

ment and do not vanish. Nevertheless, an increase in brightness of the fully folded band

over time evolves, as part of the unfolded material manages to form fully folded structures

(see second gel in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3).

The missing of late incorporating staple strands leads to a delay of the occurrence

of the fully folded species, although not as delayed as in the folding reactions lacking

early incorporating staple strands. Besides and in clear contrast to the folding behavior

of those folding reactions the self-assembly follows the same pattern as in the control

reaction without any defects. All unfolded material evolves into an intermediate species,

which over time evolves into the completely folded species. Within the observed reaction

time of 6 hours, the intermediate state, a local energy minimum, traps part of the folding
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of the folding reaction with 5’ truncated staple strands. Left: Col-
ored arrows represent staple strands, and dots separate segments. Red crosses mark staple
strand segments truncated in the folding reaction. Grey circular line illustrates scaffold. Right:
Colored staple strands are bound to the complementary sequence stretches on the scaffold (sep-
arated through dots). Truncated staple strands leave stretches unbound, illustrated through grey
dotted lines.

reaction as a partially folded structure(see fourth gel in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3).

As expected the effect became more pronounced by omitting not only 10 but 20 staple

strands. With already 20 out of 140 staple strands missing, it is not surprising that the

DNA origami objects might not fold within the same time and with a yield as without any

defects.

5.1.2 Truncated strands

Further experiments examined the question, whether the terminal staple segments alone,

can be enough to alter the folding pathway. Those terminal segments identified within the

interstrand proximity assay as fast or slow binding should have a different influence on

the folding behavior. To this purpose, subsets of staple strands with truncated terminal

segments replaced the original strands. If the staple strand segments can bind individu-

ally, as the fluorometric results suggest, these modified staple strands should influence

the folding reaction to react similarly to those omitting staple strands as seen in subsec-

tion 5.1.1. By replacing a staple strand with the truncated version in the reaction mixture,

the amount of defects of the structure is reduced to the segments of interest only. The

number of missing basepairs reduces from up to 840 to 180 base pairs, which corre-

sponds to an average of four missing staple strands per folding reaction. Besides that

only one staple strand crossover per staple is missing, leaving the rigidity of the objects

comparable to the defect-free variant (see Figure 5.4). Previous work, identifying defects

in folded structures, revealed, that the test object can tolerate the missing of a small num-

ber of staple strands. Besides, defects of up to five missing staple strands cannot be

recognized in gel migration, and therefore it is not expected to observe a different behav-
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Figure 5.5: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments with truncated staples. Com-
parison of a full folding reaction (top) compared with folding reactions in which the fastest (respec-
tively slowest) 10 (and 20) incorporating 5’ terminal staple strand segments have been truncated.
First lane in each gel is a fully folded 42 helix bundle control object. Arrows marked with ”1” in-
dicate the appearence of an indermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight
the occurrence of the fully folded species.

ior of the folded objects missing single staple strand segments in comparison to a fully

folded structure without any defects [20].

The two sets of folding reactions with 5’ truncated staple strands (see Figure 5.5) and

the 3’ truncated versions (see Figure 5.6) surprisingly show a comparable behavior. The

introduced defects lead to intermediate folding states, representing a modified folding

pathway. Designed defects in the folding reactions lead to a deviation of the folding pro-

cess compared to the defect-free variant. This effect becomes visible as the occurrence

of unfolded, intermediate, and folded species in the agarose gels shifts. First of all, even

those minimal defects, missing only 10 out of almost 800 double-helical domains lead to

a delay in the folding of the DNA origami objects as the folded species emerges 30 min-

utes later than in a reaction mixture without any defects. A second insight arises through

comparison between the gels of the folding reactions including truncated staple strands

with the previous ones of folding reactions missing several staple strands (described in

subsection 5.1.1). The same deviations of the folding process can be observed, although

less pronounced as the number of missing bases and staple strand crossover is drasti-

cally reduced by a factor of four. Furthermore, both sets of truncations (5’ termini as well

as 3’ terminal segments) of fast binding segments increase the probability of kinetically

trapped intermediated or even unfolded objects within the duration of the experiment.

Only a small amount of objects successfully evolve int the well defined fully folded state.
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Figure 5.6: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments with truncated staples. Com-
parison of a full folding reaction (top) compared with folding reactions in which the fastest (respec-
tively slowest) 10 (and 20) incorporating 3’ terminal staple strand segments have been truncated.
First lane in each gel is a fully folded 42 helix bundle control object. Arrows marked with ”1” in-
dicate the appearence of an indermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight
the occurrence of the fully folded species.

Finally, by truncating the slow binding terminal segments all DNA origami objects in solu-

tion manage to evolve from an unfolded into an intermediate step, which remains stable

until the end of the folding experiment and only a fraction undergoes full transition into

the folded state. Increasing the number of truncated staple strands from 10 to 20 leads

to a more pronounced effect.

As an exception to those four observations, the folding reactions with a truncation of

the slowest 3’ terminal segments did not result in a significant delay of the occurrence of

the folded species. Although parts of the folding reaction remain in an intermediate state

during the time of the experiment, a first fully folded species occurs after 30 minutes.

Therefore the folding reactions missing the slow binding 3’ segments can partially reach

the folded state at the same time as the defect-free variant.

5.2 Influence of staples with minimal and maximal binding en-
ergy

The first set of gel experiments investigated whether the staple strands (respectively their

segments), which bind first to the scaffold, initiate the self-assembly process and steer

the folding pathway and what consequences arise from their absence. Another appealing

question was whether these early seeds are defined through the free-energy of hybridiza-
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Figure 5.7: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments with truncated staple strands.
Comparison of folding progress using gel electrophoresis to differentiate the time dependency of
the self-assembly process of a full folding set (top) compared to folding reactions with 10 (20) 5’
truncated staples with most extreme deltaG. Arrows marked with ”1” indicate the appearance of
an intermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight the occurrence of the fully
folded species.

tion and how this influences the binding probability.

To further investigate this assumption, a set of time-resolved cryogenic folding experi-

ments was needed, truncating the 10 (20) most stable (respectively least stable) terminal

staple strand segments on the 5’ (respectively 3’) terminus of the set of staple strands

of the test structure. The samples were treated the same way as in subsection 5.1.2 to

allow a comparison of the resulting agarose gels with those of the truncated early (late)

incorporating staple strand segments. Again the first clear result of those folding experi-

ments (shown in Figure 5.7, the second and third gel from top) is that the self-assembly

of the DNA origami objects shows a direct reaction to the truncation of the chosen sta-

ple strands leading to a delay of the folding process. This slowdown is comparable to

the influence of the previous truncation of early and late binding staple strand segments

(shown in Figure 5.7, the fourth and fifth gel from top). This shows that although the

self-assembly is a robust process, its kinetics change under the influence of defects, thus

a particular folding pathway is not accessible anymore.

Nevertheless, it is possible to determine a clear difference between the influence of

the most stable and the least stable staple strand segments. A truncation of the most

stable 5’ termini leads to a delay of the formation of a folded species by about 30 minutes

and stabilization of the unfolded species. Besides, one can observe a bright smear be-

tween the two bands. This occurs if there is no well defined intermediate structure, but
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rather various forms of intermediates with different gel mobility. In contrast to that, the

lack of the 20 least stable 5’ terminal staple strand segments leads to a significant delay

of the fully folded species and a stabilization of the unfolded and intermediate species.

This slowdown can only occur if the defects in the structure lead to a folding pathway,

which is trapped in an energetically stable, unfolded state. If the objects have to continue

their self-assembly to the final structure within a comparable folding pathway than before,

this intermediate state will lead to a delay in the folding speed.

5.3 Influence of long staple segments

Eleven staple strands of the DNA origami test design contain above average long seg-

ments of 21 bases, binding to a continuous domain of the scaffold. Omitting those seg-

ments in the folding reaction tests the influence of large double-helical domains onto

the self-assembly process. Therefore all those staple strands were reordered without

these 21-base-long segments. In cases of non-terminal 21-base-long segments, the two

remaining pieces of a staple strand were ordered. The result of this subtraction is in to-

tal 231 unpaired bases in eleven segments within the folded structures, which is in the

same range of defects as in the previous folding experiments using terminally truncated

staple strands. Nevertheless, by omitting only eleven segments, the number of missing

staple strand crossovers is lower than before, as only two staple strand segments are

non-terminal segments, which leads to 13 missing crossovers.

The absence of the 21 base long segments has a strong influence on the folding of

the DNA origami structures. The folded species occurs with a delay of about one hour

(Figure 5.9). Besides the slowdown of the folding process, a significant part of the folding

reaction remains in the unfolded and the intermediate state of the DNA origami, and they

do not vanish during the folding reaction. This result is comparable to the influence of the

truncation of fast binding segments on the folding process (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6).

In those folding reactions, the self-assembly process is delayed, and the coexistence of

the three distinct species of unfolded, intermediate, and fully folded structures can be

observed. The absence of the eleven 21 bases long staple strand segments blocks a

defined folding pathway, and therefore parts of the folding reaction cannot access the

transition into the folded state within the experiment time.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of the 21 base segment truncation. Left: Colored arrows represent
staple strands, and dots separate segments. Red crosses mark 21 base long staple strand seg-
ments truncated in the folding reaction. Grey circular line illustrates scaffold. Right: After folding
colored staple strands are bound to the complementary sequence stretches on the scaffold (sep-
arated through dots). Truncated staple strands leave stretches unbound, illustrated through grey
dotted lines.

Figure 5.9: Time-resolved gel electrophoresis of defect including folding reactions. Com-
parison of a folding reaction without defects (top) and a folding reaction with replacements of all
staple strands with 21-base-long segments missing these segments. Arrows marked with ”1” indi-
cate the appearance of an intermediate folding species, while arrows marked with ”2” highlight the
occurrence of the fully folded species. ”U” marks the position of the unfolded band, ”I” indicates
the intermediate folding state, and ”F” represents the folded state within the gel.
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5.4 Infuence of staple concentrations on binding kinetics

All fluorometric experiments were conducted using a fivefold excess of staple strands over

scaffold (for details see Appendix B). For 20 nM folding reactions this led to fluorophore

concentrations of 100 nM (chapter 2) and 50 nM (chapter 3) respectively. At these flu-

orophore concentrations, the observed intensity reaches the upper limit of the RT-PCR

system detector. Therefore the excess of staple strands over scaffold strands is limited

for these folding reactions to avoid oversaturation of the detector. Previous experiments

revealed that the excess of staple strands influences the binding kinetics of DNA origami

folding reactions. Instead of fluorometric observations, time-resolved cryogenic folding

reactions using three different staple strand concentration allowed to test this influence

on the DNA origami test design.

The three time-resolved folding experiments shown in Figure 5.10 show a distinguish-

able folding behavior. Decreasing the concentration of staple strands in the reaction

mixture the majority of structures in the folding reaction is trapped in an unfolded state

which slowly develops into an intermediate state, while only a minority of the folding prod-

ucts reach the fully folded state within the six hours at 50 ◦C incubation. In contrast to the

reference folding reaction with the standard fivefold excess of staple strands over scaffold

strands, the last folding reaction containing an increased number of staple strands shows

a significant change for the fully folded species, which occurs already after 15 minutes

and becomes the dominant band in the gel after 45 minutes. Besides the faster transition

into the final state, the unfolded, and the intermediate state of the DNA origami objects

vanish entirely in contrast to the folding reaction including a reduced concentration of

staple strands, which indicates, this avoids kinetic folding traps.
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folding scaffold concentration [nM] working stock concentration [nM]
1 20 40
2 20 100
3 20 200

Table 5.1: Concentration of scaffold and staple strands. Three distinct folding reactions with
a constant scaffold strand concentration and various staple strand concentrations vary the excess
of staple strands.

Figure 5.10: Time resolved folding behavior at various working stock concentrations.
Top: Gel of a folding reaction with a reduced working stock concentration of cWS = 40nM .
Middle: Standard folding with a working stock concentration of cWS = 100nM . Bottom: Folding
reaction with increased working stock concentration of wWS = 200nM . First lane in each gel is a
completely folded 42 helix bundle as control. ”U” indicates unfolded state, ”I” intermediate state,
and ”F” represents folded state.

5.5 Folding pathways of sequence permutations under the pres-
ence of defects

The intra-strand-proximity assay based folding observations shed light on the folding be-

havior of two scaffold sequence permutations of the same DNA origami design (see chap-

ter 2). Gel-electrophoresis allows examining the global self-assembly process of both

variants. Previous work showed that the two sequence-permutated DNA origami designs

fold under the same conditions in comparable time and yield. The sequence of binding

events derived from the fluorometric assays groups the staple strand indices into subsets

with fast and slow incorporation rates. The influence of defects of those subsets on the

global folding process for both designs can be tested. Staple strands of both permuta-

tions were grouped according to the sequence of binding events of permutation 0. The

staple strands with the same index in both variants have different sequences, but their

routing through the structure remains the same. Folding experiments missing subsets of

staple strands with the same indices reveal the influence of those strands to the folding
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folding reaction omitted staple strands
full none
F1 early 10
F2 early 20
S1 late 10
S2 late 20
R1 random 10

Table 5.2: Folding reactions used for comparison of the two scaffold permutations.

Figure 5.11: Agarose gels of the folding products of the two 42 helix bundle variants.
Samples in the top gels were incubated for one hour at 50 ◦C, lower gels include samples after six
hours of incubation. Left: Permutation 0 of the 42 helix bundle. Right: Permutation 1 of the 42
helix bundle. Most left lanes shows folding reactions without defects. U indicates unfolded band,
I intermediate band, and F represents folded band.

process.

Folding reactions with subsets of staple strands (as shown in Table 5.2) of both vari-

ants were prepared and incubated at 50 ◦C. The samples were investigated after different

reaction times, 1 hour and 6 hours, respectively (see Appendix B). Previous work [17]

supplied estimations for the time needed to achieve a high yield of fully folded DNA

origami objects of that design variant with 2 hours. Therefore the first set of samples (in-

cubated for 1 hour at 50 ◦C) is expected to represent an intermediate situation, while the

6 hours incubated samples should have reached the final folding result (see Figure 5.11,

top gel).

By omitting sets of staple strands as indicated in Table 5.2 the folding reactions are

disturbed, and a deviation of the folding pathway occurs in a comparable manner to the

previous experiments shown in subsection 5.1.1. Although the missing staple strands

have permutated sequences, the folding reactions of both variants of the 42 helix bundle

result in a very similar distribution of species in the gel electrophoresis. The absence

of fast binding staple strands traps a fraction of the DNA origami objects in the unfolded

state, while without the slow binding staples most objects at least evolve into an interme-

diate state. This intermediate state can be a kinetically stable state from which further
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folding might not be possible. The deviation from the defect-free folding pathway may

as well lead to a delay beyond the experiment time, and therefore no folding completion

occurs.



Chapter 6

Discussion

The experimental results of the two fluorometric folding observation assays, described

in chapter 2 and chapter 3, and the gel data of the time-resolved cryogenic folding ex-

periments in chapter 5 shed light onto the behavior of single molecule identities and the

global formation of the DNA origami objects. The goal of this chapter is to combine the

previously discussed data with the interactions of the individual elements of the struc-

tures and the molecular properties of the staple strands. This discussion tries to identify

the dominating factors of the highly cooperative folding process. A broad analysis of the

obtained data leads to a deeper understanding of several vital processes in the DNA

origami self-assembly process.

6.1 Sequence of binding events in the folding process

First of all the two fluorometric measurements revealed that a well-defined sequence of

binding events in the self-assembly process exists and that the folding follows a clear

pathway. Sorting of the data curves obtained from the intra-strand proximity assay for

each staple strand in both scaffold permutations of the test design according to the mean

folding time calculated in section 2.5 directly describes a continuous distribution of binding

events. Comparing the two sets of mean folding times for both scaffold permutations of

the 42 helix bundle allows addressing the correlation between the binding of the same

staple strand identity and its sequence. The correlation of folding events on a molecular

level may be used to understand the fact that both structures fold at the same conditions

in comparable time scales. The data resulting from the inter-strand proximity assay and

the calculated binding probabilities of the terminal staple strand segments provide an

even deeper insight into the binding process of DNA domains during the self-assembly

process. With these results it is possible to identify the sequence of binding events for

280 out of 747 DNA domains in the DNA origami test design, showing the formation of

63
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early seeding areas within the structure which define the folding pathway of the structure.

6.1.1 Validation of the binding model

The relevance of the obtained mean folding times of the staple strand segments and

their influence on the global folding process can be tested with the complementary time-

resolved cryogenic folding experiments. The gel experiments, shown in chapter 5, reveal

a change in the folding pathway for the modified folding reactions. Each modification of

the folding mixture leads to entirely different times to reach a fully folded species. Within

the different subsets of possible folding reactions, more or less pronounced intermediate

species occur. The formation of double-helical domains through fast binding staple strand

segments represents a critical element of the highly cooperating self-assembly of DNA

origami objects.

Analysis of the intensities of the individual bands per gel lane allows extracting the

quantitative change of unfolded and folded species over time. Gauss fits were used to

estimate the fraction of each band per lane (see section B.2 for a detailed protocol of the

experiment and corresponding analysis).

The omission of staple strands (and their segments respectively) in the folding re-

action generally leads to a drastic change in the kinetics of the self-assembly process,

as shown in Figure 6.1 for the 5’ terminal staple strand segments. While the missing of

the staple strand segments, which were identified to bind last only slow down the dis-

appearance of the unfolded species the fast binding segments seem to have a massive

influence on the initial folding process. Up to 50 % of the scaffold molecules are not able

to leave the unfolded state within 150 minutes. Complementary to that the analysis of

the folded species within the gels show that all folding reactions are slowed down by the

introduction of defects with increasing effect. The truncation of the 20 fastest 5’ staple

strand segments does not allow the folded species to reach the same level compared to

the original folding reaction, which saturates within 150 minutes of incubation.

The data extracted from the individual gels can only hardly be compared with each

other, as the absolute fractions can underly fluctuations. The most valid information from

those gel experiments is represented in the fact that on the one hand parts of the folding

educts are trapped in an unfolded state. On the other hand, the occurrence of the folding

product can be massively delayed by up to one hour by eliminating 20 staple strand

segments.

Since both effects differ between the individual folding reactions, depending on which

staple strand segments are missing and that it can be tuned through the number of de-

fects these results validate the observation of a sequence of binding events. The change

in the self-assembly kinetics for the different samples underlines the importance of co-
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Figure 6.1: Extracted fraction of unfolded and folded material in each band. (A) Develop-
ment of the fraction of unfolded DNA in the agarose gels. (B)Development of the folded fraction
of DNA in the agarose gels. Black traces indicate complete folding reaction, and blue traces
represent folding reactions missing slowest staple strand segments, red folding reactions miss-
ing fastest staple strand segments respectively. Grey traces represent folding reactions with 10
random terminal 5’ staple strand segments missing.
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operative effects as it seems that a particular folding pathway is not accessible to the

structures by truncation of the fast binding staple segments, which leaves parts of the

scaffold molecules trapped in an unfolded state.

6.1.2 Independent binding of staple segments

Although the DNA origami self-assembly is a highly cooperative process, the results of

the inter-strand proximity assay revealed, that the mean folding time of terminal 5’ and

3’ segments do not necessarily match each other. This observation can be explained

with an independent binding of individual staple segments. Assuming a wholly unfolded

scaffold strand, it becomes more apparent, that the binding of a single staple strand seg-

ment not necessarily allows other segments of the same staple strand to bind to their

particular complement as this might still be far away and will only come into close prox-

imity by diffusive processes. The binding of a staple strand segment to the scaffold might

instead support the binding of its neighboring domains as they can be stabilized through

an additional base stacking interaction between the terminal bases of the neighboring

segments. With proceeding folding of the DNA origami objects, the staple strands force

large sequence domains of the scaffold within close proximity by the formation of staple

crossover, which then in addition to the terminal base stack serves as cooperative effect

helping all other strand segments to bind more easily.

For each staple strand, the mean folding time of each terminal segment can be plotted

against each other as shown in Figure 6.2a, which reveals that no correlation of the

binding time can be identified. While the individual mean folding times do not correlate,

the histogram in Figure 6.2b shows, that the 5’ terminal staple strand segments tend to

bind later than the 3’ termini. This could lead to the variation in the self-assembly process

which becomes visible by comparing the gel experiments with truncated versions of the

staple strands (see Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6).
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6.2 Biphasic kinetics in the sequence of events

Double exponential fits applied to the data obtained through the experimental data math-

ematically describe the derived incorporation curves. The fits adequately cover the data

of the intra-strand-proximity assay as well as the inter-strand-proximity assay data and its

derived incorporation probabilities.

Igor Pro’s built-in fit routine offers a double exponential function described with the

following formula:

I(t) = 1−A1e
− 1

τ1
(t−t0) −A2e

− 1
τ2

(t−t0) (6.1)

By setting t0 = 0.75min as the first data point and by applying the boundary condition

I(t0) = 1−A1 −A2! = 0

not all fits adequately converged. Redefining a less strict boundary,

A1 +A2 ≤ 1.1,

led to a properly working batch fit of all data traces.

These fits return four variables per data trace, which allow an individual comparison

for all datasets. First of all, the two amplitudes A1 and A2 cluster around a value of

0.5, which means that both exponentials contribute more or less equally to the observed

curve. If one amplitude would be close to zero, the fit function simplifies into a single

exponential function.

Analyzing the resulting time constants τ of the exponentials reveals clusters of faster

and slower groups. This leads to the assumption that several processes are contributing

to the observed signal. Besides the binding of a staple strand or segments of it, the

formation of double-helical domains in the surrounding, as well as changes of the global

structure through the creation of additional staple strand crossover, can influence the

behavior of the fluorescent probe.

6.2.1 Inter-strand-proximity assay data fitted

The double exponential fits described previously can adequately recreate the individ-

ual traces of the inter-strand-proximity assay (shown in Figure 6.3), and therefore the

residues of the fit remain close to zero.

The fit routine results in the following parameters for the amplitude and the exponent

of each of the reaction traces:

The amplitudes for both exponentials are non zero. Nevertheless, the distribution
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of fitted traces of the inter-strand-proximity folding assay data
set.(A) Data from the inter-strand-proximity folding assay. Reaction progress data acquired
through the inter-strand-proximity folding assay sorted according to the mean folding time of the
individual pair-probe traces. (B) Double-exponential fits for the inter-strand-proximity folding as-
say. (C) Residues of the double-exponential fits. For each reaction progress trace the double-
exponential fits give residues in a narrow regime.
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Figure 6.4: Fit parameters for the inter-strand-proximity folding assay. (A) Amplitudes of
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of the inter-strand-proximity assay data to match Figure 6.3.
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changes in a plot sorted according to the mean folding time of the inter-strand-proximity

assay. While the fast half of the observed FRET pairs receives an equal contribution of

both exponentials, this changes for the slower FRET pairs. Here, the fit function becomes

dominated by the slow element of the fit function, which only changes again for the slow-

est FRET pairs. A comparison of the time constants received for each fit reveals that both

exponential functions cluster into a fast and a slow group, which share one intermediate

level at τmedium ≈ 30min while the total range for τ1 is from 0.1 to 50 minutes and τ2

varies from 10 to 300 minutes.

Global observation of the folding process of the DNA origami test object revealed

successful folding within 180 minutes, which is exceeded by the dominating part of some

FRET pairs with τ = 300min. Concluding from this comparison the FRET signal must

give an insight into slow fluctuating processes within the self-assembly process, which do

not influence the overall structure of the DNA origami objects as TEM analysis revealed.

One explanation could be, that some of the staple strand segments of the 42 helix bundle

do not bind stable enough at 50 ◦C to the scaffold and tend not to form defined double

helical structures.

6.2.2 Intra-strand-proximity assay data fitted

The double exponential fit applied to the intra-strand-proximity assay data describes the

140 traces with small and almost constant residues (shown in Figure 6.5).

The double exponential fits of the intra-strand-proximity assay data deliver two sets of

fitting parameters( shown in Figure 6.6). The data is adequately described by a double

exponential function, as both amplitude parameters fluctuate around 0.5 and the function

cannot be reduced to a single exponential. The time constants of the fit parameters

separate into two distinct regimes with a linear trend over the sorted data traces. While

one exponential function describes a fast component of the observed folding reaction with

time constants in the range of 0 to 50 minutes, the second, much slower, effect shows time

constants of 100 to 300 minutes. This observation follows the previous results for the fits

of the inter-strand-proximity assay data, where one fit component described processes

related to late-phase configurational changes, which do not affect the overall folding of

the DNA origami objects.

6.2.3 Terminal segment incorporation data fitted

The double-exponential fits as well accurately describe the two individual sets of incor-

poration probability curves received from the model implemented into the data of the

inter-strand-proximity assay. Thereby each terminal staple strand segment is described

through the kinetic parameters of the double-exponential functions. The fits for the 5’
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Figure 6.5: Double exponential fit of the intra-strand-proximity assay. (A) Data from the
intra-strand-proximity folding assay. Reaction progress data acquired through the intra-strand-
proximity folding assay sorted according to the mean folding time of the individual staple probe
traces. (B) Double-exponential fits for the intra-strand-proximity folding assay. Reaction progress
data fitted and sorted according to the mean folding time. (C) Residues of the double-exponential
fits.
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terminal staple strand segments accurately describe the sorted data (see Figure 6.7),

showing only minor residues.

The same comparison of the 3’ terminal staple strand segments and their correspond-

ing double-exponential fits, leads to a satisfying result, with only minor residues (shown

in Figure 6.8).

These results indicate that multiple processes within the self-assembly process de-

termine even the binding of single staple strand segments. As seen in the previous sets

of parameters, these fits separate into fast and slow time constants which both contribute

to the proper fit of both sets of incorporation probabilities.

The time constants for the 5’ terminal staple strand segments show slightly different

behavior than those resulting from fitting the 3’ termini (Figure 6.9B and D). The slow

time parameter shows an increase from 20 to almost 200 minutes, while the 3’ termini

parameters stay below 100 minutes. Also, the fast parameters of the 5’ termini show a

second cluster, which occurs for the late binding staple strand segments and is shifted

by one order of magnitude. Those two effects describe the tendency of the 5’ terminal

staple strand segments to bind slower compared to the 3’ termini.
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of the double-exponential fits and the 5’ terminus incorpora-
tion probabilities. (A) Incorporation probability of the 5’ terminus derived from the intra-strand-
proximity folding assay sorted according to the mean folding time of the individual staple strand
segments. (B) Reaction progress data fitted with double-exponential functions and sorted accord-
ing to the mean folding time. (C) Residues of the double-exponential fits. Data sorted according
to the mean folding time of the 5’ terminal incorporation traces.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the double-exponential fits and the 3’ terminus incorpora-
tion probabilities. (A) Incorporation probability of the 3’ terminus derived from the intra-strand-
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Figure 6.9: Fit parameter for the terminal segment binding probabilities. (A) Amplitudes
for the 5’ terminus double-exponential fits and (B) Time constants for the 5’ terminus double-
exponential fits, represent parameter for the 5’ terminal staple strand segments. A1 and Tau1 in
red, while A2 and Tau2 in blue. (C) Amplitudes for the 3’ terminus double-exponential fits and (D)
Time constants for the 3’ terminus double-exponential fits, represent parameter for the 3’ terminal
staple strand segments. A1 and Tau1 in red, while A2 and Tau2 in blue. Data sorted according to
the mean folding time of the intra-strand-proximity data.
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6.3 Comparison of the two DNA origami test objects

The gel electrophoresis data, discussed in section 5.5, showed that the two scaffold

strand permutations of the 42 helix bundle investigated in this thesis react similarly to

defects of staple strands within the folding reaction.

The correlation of the mean folding time for both permutations ( shown in Figure 6.10)

helps to analyze this global observation further. Although the total range of mean folding

times for the two permutations differs between 5 to 30 and 20 to 50 minutes and some

outlier occur, which do not show correlation, an overall correlation exists.
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Figure 6.10: Correlation of mean folding time. Each staple strand identity is represented with
a mean folding time value for both permutations.

A comparison of the total staple strand deltaG at 50 ◦C (shown in Figure 6.11) reveals

a correlation between the two variants of the 42 helix bundle with similar energies for

each staple strand identity.
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Although the staple strands of both variants of the scaffold have significantly changed

sequences, only a minor effect on the summed deltaG of the staple strands occurs. This

is a consequence of the contribution of the individual segments of each staple strand,

which averages the differences. Comparing the deltaG of the staple strand segments

alone confirms the influence of the sequence permutation ( see Figure 6.11).

6.4 Influence of staple strand properties on DNA origami fold-
ing

The experimentally received distribution of the mean folding time for each staple strand

(respectively their terminal segments) and the existence of a folding pathway leads to the

question of the origin of this observation. An analysis of the design-specific sequences

connects the staple strand properties with the measured mean folding times.

6.4.1 Binding stability of single staple segments

The sequence of each DNA domain defines the stability of the double helix and should

influence the binding behavior of the staple strands (and their segments respectively).

The intra-strand-proximity assay addresses only one incorporation time for each staple

strand, but a comparison of the summed deltaG of all segments of each staple strand

shows no correlation with the observed incorporation time (shown in Figure 6.12B). More

over, a correlation of the most stable segment and the incorporation time is not existent

as well (shown in Figure 6.12A).

The sequence of binding events resolved from the intra-strand-proximity assay cannot

be explained by the binding energy of the staple strands since both comparisons (shown

in Figure 6.12) do not reveal any correlation at all, and both permutations of the 42 helix

bundle have similar folding pathways (see section 6.3).

The inter-strand-proximity assay addresses each staple strand with individual mean

folding times for their terminal segments. A comparison of both sets of mean folding

times with the corresponding deltaG of the terminal segments (shown in Figure 6.13)

again reveals that no correlation exists.

Both sets of binding events derived from the intra- and the inter-strand-proximity assay

cannot be explained by the binding energies of staple strands. The results of the time-

resolved cryogenic folding experiments using truncated versions of the staple strands

showing the highest (respectively lowest) free binding energies of their terminal segments

(see section 5.2) support the conclusions drawn from the two fluorometric assays. Thus

the stability of a staple strand (and its segment) is not the critical parameter which defines
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Figure 6.12: Mean folding time of the staple strands from the intra-strand-proximity assay
over the strand deltaG. For each staple strand the correlation of mean folding time and the most
stable segment (A) as well as the sum of the binding energies of all segments per staple (B) are
shown.
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Figure 6.13: Correlation of mean folding time of the terminal staple strand segments and
the deltaG. (A)Mean folding time over deltaG of the 5’ terminal segments. (B) Mean folding
time over deltaG of the 3’ terminal segments. Mean folding times extracted from the inter-strand-
proximity assay.
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the folding time of a staple strand segment and therefore the folding pathway of the self-

assembly process.

6.4.2 Sequence occurrence and hairpin formation

Each DNA origami folding reaction contains an excess of staple strands over scaffold

molecules. The need for additional copies of each staple strand arises from defects dur-

ing synthesis of oligonucleotides of up to 20 % [114]. During the folding reaction displace-

ment of incomplete staple strands through intact strands occurs [115, 116]. Additionally,

the binding rates are increased at higher concentrations as reactions become more likely

to happen, which leads to faster folding of the DNA origami objects (see section 5.4).

The presence of those additional strands could in principle lead to unwanted interactions

between staple strands, which could influence the folding behavior. Besides interactions

between staple strands, the existence of the complementary sequence of a staple strand

segment on the scaffold can influence the binding behavior. Off-target binding to addi-

tional complementary sequence stretches on the scaffold decreases the probability for

correct binding of a staple strand. Multiple binding and unbinding events might conse-

quence a slower binding of the staple strand. Neither the 5’ nor the 3’ terminal staple

strand segments show any correlation between the number of potential binding sites on

the scaffold and the calculated mean folding time, as shown in Figure 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Occurrence of the complementary sequence of terminal staple strand seg-
ments on the scaffold. (A) 5’ terminus sequence complement. (B) 3’ terminus sequence com-
plement.

Along with inter-staple interactions and multiple binding sites on the scaffold, self-

complementary sequences of the staple strands which lead to hairpin formation can po-
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tentially influence the binding kinetics.

The nucleic acid analysis tools NUPACK [117–120] and DINAMelt [121,122] can pre-

dict the structure and melting temperature of hairpins for a given DNA sequence. Com-

paring the potential hairpin calculated for each half of the 140 staple strands at 50 ◦C with

the mean folding time of the corresponding terminal segment shows that most hairpins

are not stable at 50 ◦C and no correlation between hairpin melting temperature and mean

folding time of a staple strand exists (see Figure 6.15).
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Figure 6.15: Hairpin stability of half staple strand sequences over the terminal incorpo-
ration time. (A) 5’ half of staple strand hairpin melting temperature. (B) 3’ half of staple strand
hairpin melting temperature.

All those potential intra- and inter-strand interactions do not correlate with the mean

folding times of the terminal staple strand segments derived from the inter-strand-proximity

assay. Although unspecific binding of DNA sequences might occur during the folding of

DNA origami objects, it might not necessarily influence the folding pathway.

6.5 Topology and loop formation

The inter-strand-proximity assay revealed that the two scaffold permutations of the 42 he-

lix bundle self-assemble within a comparable folding pathway as the staple strand iden-

tities show a strong correlation in the mean folding time. The sequences of the staple

strand identities differ between the two permutations and the analysis of staple strand

sequences and their mean folding time did not show any correlation. Thus the compara-

ble folding behavior has to arise from different properties of the DNA origami design. As

the routing of the staple strands on both variants of the test structure remains identical,
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the topology of the structure can be a potential explanation for the similar self-assembly

pathway.

6.5.1 Three-dimensional routing of staple strands

A potential visualization of the data obtained from the two fluorometric assays for incor-

poration of the staple strands employs the mean folding time of the staple strands (or

their segments for the inter-strand-proximity assay respectively) as a color code in the

strand diagram generated with cadnano. Cadnano2 allows exporting a 3D model of the

designed structure in a helical representation. Unfolding the model into six layers allows

investigating the structure for folding seeds.

The inter-strand-proximity assay delivers two independent mean folding times per sta-

ple strand to differentiate the binding of the 5’ and the 3’ terminus. This differentiation

allows highlighting only the terminal segments according to their respective mean folding

time. All other staple segments remain grey since no information of their binding behavior

is available. Although this leaves blind spots in the model (shown Figure 6.16A), two out

of a maximum of seven staple strand segments are assigned with a mean folding time.

In contrast, the mean folding time derived for each staple strand through the intra-

strand-proximity assay defined the color of all segments. The majority of the staple

strands in the DNA origami test object are ranked through multiple layers, which leads

to a pattern through the structure. Shown in Figure 6.16B each staple strand represents

one mean folding time.

As can be seen, both approaches of visualizing the data obtained from the two flu-

orometric assays do not deliver a further insight into the origin of the folding pathway of

the DNA origami objects. Taking into account that the final three-dimensional structure of

the DNA origami design is only assumed after completing the folding process, it becomes

evident that the topology is a result of the self-assembly. Therefore, a three-dimensional

structure, which is not present at the beginning of the folding process cannot define the

sequence of binding events.

6.5.2 Cooperative effects induced by loop formation

As mentioned in the previous section the final global shape of the DNA origami object is

the end-product of the self-assembly process. A more realistic assumption of the struc-

ture at the beginning of the folding process is an unorganized coil of the scaffold with

staple strands partially attached to it.

The binding of two adjacent segments of one staple strand to their complementary

sequence stretches on the scaffold forms a staple crossover. Those crossovers bring two

distant regions on the scaffold into close proximity, which facilitates binding for following
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Figure 6.16: Schematic illustration of individual layer of the 42 helix bundle test object.
(A) In each layer 5’ and 3’ terminal staple strand segments are highlighted by color according to
their mean folding time. (B) All staples strand segments are colored according to the mean folding
time derived from the intra-strand-proximity folding assay.
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Figure 6.17: Ring-graph representation of terminal staple strand crossovers. The scaffold
strand is illustrated as a ring, discs on the ring represent terminal staple strand segments while
emanating arcs indicate the staple strand crossovers to the second last staple segment. Different
colors represent the mean folding time for the corresponding terminal staple strand segment.
Numbers highlight the base indices on the scaffold.

staple strands. The binding of a terminal staple strand segment allows the formation of

a staple strand crossover with the second last segment. With this assumption, the mean

folding time of each staple strand terminus defines the lower limit for the formation of the

neighboring staple strand crossover.

This can be visualized in a circular representation of the scaffold strand including

the staple strand crossover emanating from the terminal staple strand segments. The

color code of those arcs indicates the lower limit for the formation of the crossover, which

corresponds to the mean folding time of the terminal segment.

The ring-graph representation of the terminal staple strand crossovers, depicted in

Figure 6.17, allows direct insight into the folding pathway of the 3D DNA origami test

object. Various staple strand crossovers connect continuous parts of the scaffold with

another region of the scaffold. The terminal segments of staple strands included in the

formation of these crossovers bind at comparable mean folding times. The influence of

the scaffold loop length, formed by the staple crossover is not necessarily determining

the mean folding time. Both extremes occur, short and long scaffold loops for early as
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well as lately incorporating staple strand segments.

6.6 Compaction as a measure of the folding progress

The formation of staple strand crossovers induced through the binding of terminal sta-

ple strand segments forms scaffold loops during the folding reaction. The spatial dis-

tance from each base of the scaffold strand to all other bases changes with each formed

crossover. The mean distance from base to base on the scaffold strand describes this

gradual increase in compactness. The mean folding times derived from the inter-strand-

proximity assay address 280 of 1132 staple strand crossovers. Besides not being a

complete representation of the folding process, the mean base distance defines a lower

boundary of the compactness of the structure.

The mean base distance dmean can be calculated by

dmean =

√
1

2N2

∑
i,j

(ri − rj)2 (6.2)

with N denoting the length of the scaffold in bases and ri the position of the bases,

respectively [123].

The continuous increase of compactness measured as the mean distance on the

scaffold strand is shown in Figure 6.18. The first binding events reduce the mean distance

in a stepwise pattern, described by several clusters. After the initial binding event within

each cluster, the distance is not decreasing as the subsequent crossovers bind within the

same scaffold loop. Stapel strand segments which bind in close proximity can benefit of

this circumstance as the penalty to close the scaffold loop vanishes. Those succeeding

staple strand crossovers only stabilize the closed scaffold loop. Only the binding of a

new crossover cluster at distinct regions of the scaffold leads to a significant decrease

in the mean distance, and cooperative binding of subsequent staple crossovers can be

observed.
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Figure 6.18: Decrease of the mean base distance on the scaffold during folding. Each
data point represents the mean folding time of one terminal staple strand segment. Continuous
formation of staple strand crossovers reduces the mean base distance on the scaffold. Different
clusters represent binding events of staple segments in close proximity on the scaffold, which
exhibit comparable mean folding times.

6.7 Discrepancey of fluorometric and gel electrophoresis data

The two complementary experimental approaches, real-time fluorometry and time-resolved

gel electrophoresis, both allow the monitoring of the folding of DNA origami objects in bulk

solution and deliver insights into the self-assembly process.

However, a substantial discrepancy between the results of both techniques arises:

The fluorometric assays report the binding of molecular probes to the DNA origami

objects in a bulk folding reaction, assigning each staple strand with an individual binding

time. In contrast, gel electrophoresis reveals the coexistence of distinct species of the

DNA origami objects with different folding pathways.

For some of the measurements of the inter-strand-proximity assay, a FRET signal

arises through the binding of the two terminal segments of two distinct staple strands to

their complementary binding sequences on a continuous stretch on the scaffold. In other

cases the two modified staple strands bind to distant regions of the scaffold strand, form-

ing two distinct double helices. Some additional staple strands might cause conforma-

tional changes of the scaffold, which bring the observed FRET pair into close proximity. In

this case, the binding of fast staple strand segments might not be appropriately described

through the observation of the FRET signal arising from them.

In contrast, the gel electrophoresis assay does not reveal any structural details of

the intermediate and folded state. There is no information on which staple strands have

partially bound to the scaffold strand at a given point in time and which crossovers have al-

ready formed. Test folding reactions (see Figure 5.10) showed that the intermediate state

becomes less pronounced with a higher concentration of staple strands, which might
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indicate that the best folding pathway is easier accessible to the test design.

This might explain the slow creep in the fluorescent signal, which arises from DNA

origami objects trapped in a misfolded state leading to significantly longer folding times

than the optimum folding pathway. If all scaffold strands can form the designed object at

the same time, not being limited by a lack of staple strands, the folding observed through

the fluorometric assays should show less variation and be more uniform.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Outlook

This thesis aimed to shed light on the self-assembly process of a DNA origami object

and to reveal the underlying processes. The primary goal was to observe the sequence

of binding events in the folding of DNA origami objects with molecular resolution. The

two fluorometric assays revealed the existence of a defined pathway in the self-assembly

process and monitored the binding events of individual staple strands in real-time. The

second part of the thesis connected the observed binding events with the global folding

process. The influence of different subsets of staple strands on the folding was revealed

by the time-resolved cryogenic gel experiments, which complemented the fluorometric

assays. The three experimental approaches (described in chapter 2, chapter 3, and chap-

ter 5) reported local and global folding process within the DNA origami self-assembly. In

summary, these combined results provide the first time-resolved comprehensive dataset

of the folding process of a sophisticated 3D DNA origami design.

The inter-strand proximity assay revealed individual mean folding times for the staple

strand termini. The independent binding of the staple strand segments indicates that the

assumption of a staple strand binding in its entirety at once is not correctly describing the

folding process. Although the self-assembly is highly cooperative, this is not necessarily

true for the segments of one staple strand. The analysis of the binding energies of the

staple strand segments revealed no correlation with the mean folding time. The indepen-

dence of the sequence of binding events from the staple strand sequences and thus their

binding stabilities resembles a counter-intuitive insight.

The intra-strand-proximity assay allowed investigating two scaffold permutations of the

same 42 helix bundle design. The scaffold permutation alters the sequence of the sta-

ple strands and therefore their binding stability. Both variants of the test structure folded

within the same time range and followed a defined pathway. Nevertheless, the permuta-

tion with more stable binding segments can fold at higher temperatures and slightly faster

(see [17] and section 5.5). The mean folding times received for the staple strands of

91
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the two variants strongly correlate, and therefore the binding stability cannot define the

folding pathway.

The binding of the individual segments correlates with the formation of scaffold loops

as the analysis of the staple strand routing revealed. The decrease in distance of two

binding domains on the scaffold increases the binding probability for other staple strands,

which leads to strong cooperative effects during self-assembly. Adjacent staple strand

segments, which connect the same helices in the DNA origami via crossover, tend to

bind in a narrow time range after the initial binding of one staple strand segment.

The influence of subsets of staple strands and their terminal segments on the self-

assembly process was investigated through the complementary time-resolved gel elec-

trophoresis experiments. The significant delay in the occurrence of the folded band for

those reaction mixtures missing early binding staple strand (termini respectively) high-

lights folding along a defined pathway. The self-assembly process has to undergo an

alternative pathway without the formation of the observed initial seed.

The insights gained through these explorative experiments connect the binding be-

havior and structural formation of a DNA origami object with the topology of the design.

Physical properties of the staple strands such as their binding energies or stability of pos-

sible hairpins, as well as potential off-target binding events to other sequence stretches,

seem not to determine the folding pathway of a DNA origami object. These relations are

essential for a complete understanding of the self-assembly process.

7.1 Input for DNA Origami folding simulations

An essential aspect of the field of DNA nanotechnology remains the prediction of structure

formation and the interaction of the individual strands. The most complex DNA nanos-

tructures, build today, can assemble to even higher-order objects from multiple monomers

after an intense optimization to match the final shapes of the folded objects with each de-

sign.

Without a predictive model of the folding process, the field of DNA origami relies on

trial-and-error approaches and experience to optimize folding. Theorists in the DNA nan-

otechnology field have developed several relaxation models to predict the shape of the

folding product from the design. Predictive folding models need a set of parameters to

describe the interactions of the individual DNA strands with each other. In addition, a sim-

ulation can only prove its accuracy in comparison to experimental data. The experimental

approaches reported in this thesis returned a comprehensive dataset that covers both as-

pects. Based on these results theorists can develop models and verify their predictions

for the binding of individual staple strands.

The combination of a broader understanding of the DNA origami self-assembly to-
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gether with a computational design based on predictive models will allow the field to in-

crease the accuracy of DNA origami designs. The development of scientific applications

based on sophisticated DNA nanostructures [124] will be facilitated without cost-extensive

iterations and a more exact match of initial design and product. Further improvements in

the rational design process will expand the usability of DNA nanotechnology as a tool for

various applications [125–132]. Implementation of machine learning algorithms in protein

design [133–135] demonstrate a potential way to boost the evolution of DNA nanotech-

nology.

7.2 Development of rational design rules

The folding observation of an exemplary DNA origami design allows extracting crucial

design features and parameters for successful and fast self-assembly. The analysis of

the data and the underlying DNA origami design identified cooperative binding events of

adjacent strand domains and the staple routing as such factors (as discussed in subsec-

tion 6.5.2) These insights can lead to the development of a more rational based design

approach [136]. The sequence of the staple strands is not defining the folding pathway

(as discussed in subsection 6.4.1). This insight allows a broader variety in the design of a

DNA origami object, without the need to optimize a design to feature the most stable sta-

ple strands. A comparison of the folding behavior of the tested DNA origami design with

other variants of the 42 helix bundle could reveal the influence of staple routing on the

self-assembly. Implementing routing motifs showing high cooperativity into DNA origami

designs could lead to a faster and more predictable folding reaction.

7.3 Ways to improve design approaches for more sophisti-
cated DNA Origami objects

Dunn et al. first introduced the concept of a guided folding pathway of 2D DNA origami in

2015 [30]. Their assay steered the cooperativity by breaking a subset of staple strands

allowing to modify the folding result. Those staple strands initially allowed binding of

succeeding staple strands to two regions of the scaffold, bringing them into close prox-

imity. Following work [31] demonstrated that DNA origami objects with separated regions

could successfully fold by differentiating the melting temperature of the two sets of staple

strands. This method requires a temperature ramp to separate the self-assembly of the

two regions to achieve proper folding. An alternative approach [32] used the dependency

of the melting temperature from the concentration of the DNA strands. By modifying the

ratio of the staple strands within the folding reaction the folding pathway alters. Those ex-
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periments demonstrated that an altered sequence of binding events redefines the shape

of the resulting DNA origami.

Instead of manipulating the folding reactions the results in this thesis suggest that it

should be possible to design a DNA origami object in a way, that the routing of the strands

within the design defines the self-assembly in the correct shape. Therefore, a set of early

binding staple strands can serve as a seed for the formation of distinct regions of the

DNA origami object. This seeding will simplify developing DNA origami designs which

undergo a stepwise folding pathway in which the binding event of a single staple strand,

introduces another folding phase [137, 138] or leads to a conformational change [139].

The existence of a defined folding pathway and its independence from staple sequence

represents the main result of this thesis and will allow rethink design strategies in the

future.
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DNA origami designs

A.1 Strand design diagrams
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Figure A.1: Cadnano strand diagram. Routing of the DNA origami test object, ”variant 0”.
Scaffold sequence start location is located in helix 41. Scaffold strand in blue, staple strands in
grey.
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Figure A.2: Cadnano strand diagram. Routing of the DNA origami test object, ”variant 1”.
Scaffold sequence start location is located in helix 29. Scaffold strand in blue, staple strands in
grey.
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A.2 List of staple strand sequences

A.2.1 Permutation 0

staple sequence
p0 staple 0 TTCAGCGGAGTGAGAATCTCCAAGACAGTTAGACTCCTCAAG
p0 staple 1 TGCTAAACAACTTTAAAAGGAGATCGTCTTAGGATTGAAACA
p0 staple 2 TGAATTTTCTGTATCGGTTTAAGTTAAATCAGTACCTATTTC
p0 staple 3 GTCTTTCCAGACGTAGGTGAACGGTCGCCCGTCGATAAACAG
p0 staple 4 GTAACGATCTAAAGTGATACCCCCACGCGTATAGCCCTTGAG
p0 staple 5 CCCTCATCAAGCAAGCCCAATGAGCCAGATATTGAGAATACC
p0 staple 6 CCTGTAGCATGTACGAGCCACGTACCGCGATACAGTCTCTGA
p0 staple 7 TTTGCGGGCCTTTAAGATTCAGTCACAAAACATATAAAAGAA
p0 staple 8 TGCAGGGTCAGCTTACAACATATATGGTAAATACATACATAA
p0 staple 9 ATATATTTTTCTTATTAATAAGACAAAACAGTATGTTAGCAA
p0 staple 10 GACAACAACCATCGGATAGTTCGTTGGGCGATTGA
p0 staple 11 CACCCTCATTTTCAGGGATATTCACCGTTAAGTTT
p0 staple 12 CAACCTAAAACGAATGACCAAATCACCGTTTGTTT
p0 staple 13 AAAGAATACACTAATCAATCAACCGGAAAATCCAAGAGAGAA
p0 staple 14 ATCTTTGACCCCCAGCCGGAAGCCGCCAAACAGCCGGAAGCG
p0 staple 15 TACCAAGCGCGAAACGACCTGACCCTCATAATTTGATTAACT
p0 staple 16 CAACGGAGATTTGTATCATTATAACGGGGTCAGTGCCGGAAT
p0 staple 17 AAGCCAGAATGGAAACAAATAACCAGAGATCCTGACTAATAT
p0 staple 18 TAAGGGAACCGAACAGAGGCATGAAAGTATTAAGAGGCTGCA
p0 staple 19 CGAGGCGCAGACGGAACACTCGGAACCTATTATTCTAGCGGG
p0 staple 20 CTCCATGTTACTTAGCGATTATTAATGCCCCCTGCCAGGCGG
p0 staple 21 TGTGTCGAAATCCGCAAAGTATAACAGTGCCCGTAGAGGGTT
p0 staple 22 AATCCTCATCGCCTGATAAATAGAGCCGAACGAGC
p0 staple 23 TTCACAAAGCGCAGGAGTGTACTGGTAAACTCAGGCCGTAAT
p0 staple 24 TCATAATGACGAGAAGACTTCTAATAGTATTTTTGAATTAAT
p0 staple 25 CATCTTTAGAAGGAACCCTCAGCAGCGAAAAAAAAGGAATACTCCACGG
p0 staple 26 TTATTAGTAGTAAAAAGATTAGGATAGCTTAATGCACCGTGT
p0 staple 27 GCATTTTGTTTAATAGCAAAGAATCGTCTCAACCGTAAATAA
p0 staple 28 GACTGTATTGTGAAACCCTGAAATCCCCAAATCACATCATAA
p0 staple 29 TCAAGTTTTTAAGATAAATCAACAGTTCTGAGAAACTGTTTA
p0 staple 30 ATCACCATAGCTATCTTACGATTGAGCGATCTTACTTAGCGA
p0 staple 31 CACATTCTTGCCCTCATGACAAGAACCGAGACTTTCATCGGA
p0 staple 32 AATAAGTTTATTTTTCAGTTGGAACGAGCGTTTGCAGCCACC
p0 staple 33 TCAATAGAAAATTCTATTACATGAGATGCGGTCATCCTCAGA
p0 staple 34 TTACCAGCGCCAAAAACGAACTTAATCAGCGCGTTAACCGCC
p0 staple 35 GGGCGACATTCAACAAGAAAAATGCGATTGCCTTTCACCCTC
p0 staple 36 AAGGTAACATACCAGTCAGGAGCGCCGAAGTTAGC
p0 staple 37 TATTCATCCATTTGCATTACCCATCGATCAGCATTCTTGATA
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p0 staple 38 GACACGTTTACCAGGAGGGGGAAATATCGTCAAAAATGAAAA
p0 staple 39 TGATTAAGACTCCTGCTTTAAAAAATCACTGAACAGTCTTTC
p0 staple 40 CAAAAGAGACGAAGCCCTTTTACAACGCATACAAATTGGGTT
p0 staple 41 ACGCAATAGTAAGCCAATGAAATAACCCCCAGCTAGGGAGGT
p0 staple 42 TTAGACTAGAGGAACTTTACAATAAGAAGAATATAATGCTGTGTTTAGC
p0 staple 43 ACTGCGGCGGATTGAAAACAGATATTATCATGTTTTAAATATTTCGCAA
p0 staple 44 TTCATTGCTATTATCGGGAGACCAGTTAAAGTACGGTGTCTGTAGTTTG
p0 staple 45 GCGTTTTATAAGGCAACTAATCGTTGAAAATAGAA
p0 staple 46 GCCCGAAAACACCAAGATTTAAGGCTCCCAACAGT
p0 staple 47 CATCAAATTGGGCTGGTAGAAATTGTATGGGATTT
p0 staple 48 AGTCAGATTCAACTTAACGGAGCTTTCGTAGTAAA
p0 staple 49 GGTCTTTTTACCTTATCTACGAACAGCTTTTTGTC
p0 staple 50 ATAGCAAGTAGCACGGAATTAAGGAACCCATTCCACAGACAG
p0 staple 51 AAGTCAGCAATAAATGAGTAAGTCTGGCAGGAACGCGAACTCGAACCAC
p0 staple 52 AGGGTAAATGACCAACTGGCTCATTAAACAGTAGCAACCACC
p0 staple 53 GGATTAGCAAGAGTAATCTAACTTTGAAAGAGGACAAGGCACTGAGGAA
p0 staple 54 AACGTCAATGGCTTAGAGCTTGGGCGCGAGCATGTATTTCAA
p0 staple 55 AGCTCAATTATCCCCCGCCTCAGCCCCCGTTTTGCGGCCGCT
p0 staple 56 GCAACTACAAAATACCCTCAGTTCATCGATAAGTGTGAGGCT
p0 staple 57 GAAGTTTCAGAGCCGAGCCACAGCGTCAGATATAAATAACCG
p0 staple 58 CATTCCATATAACAGTTGATTCAACGCTCCACCAGGACAGAAAGGTGTA
p0 staple 59 ACCTCCCCTAAGAATTCATCGGATGAATTGAGTGATTGAAAG
p0 staple 60 CGCGAGGCGTTCCCAATTCTGAACAAGCCCTTTTACAGTACATATCTAA
p0 staple 61 CGGTATTGACTTGCCAATTTTCCGCCGCAGCAGCAAGGTTTA
p0 staple 62 AATCAATTATATTTTCATTTGAATTGCTACGATTTGAACCAG
p0 staple 63 AATCGGCTCGCGCACATCAAGTTGAGGAGACAGTGTTGCAGC
p0 staple 64 ATTCCAATTTGAATTACATTTAGCCGTCGTAAGCACACCGCC
p0 staple 65 CCAAGTAATAACGGAATTACCCACTAACACGAATAGGGCAAC
p0 staple 66 CCTAATTCTGTAATGGATTGAAAGCAAACCCGGGTACCACAG
p0 staple 67 ACAAGAAAGCCTTTTTCTCCGACGTTAACCTCGATTGGCTAT
p0 staple 68 TCAACAAATAAAAAAGCGAGTTCGCATTTAAGCTACGAACTG
p0 staple 69 AATGCAGATATATTCTTTCATTCAGCTCGTGTAATTCGCCAT
p0 staple 70 GTAATTCATGTAATATAGCTTAGATTATATATATGATACAGT
p0 staple 71 TACAAAGTTTGCCAACGACGACACTATCATAACCC
p0 staple 72 TTCTAGCCGCAAGGTAGATAACCTTATCATGGTCAATAACCT
p0 staple 73 CATCAATAACCCTCAACGCGCTATTAAAACCATTAGATACAT
p0 staple 74 GGCCGGACAATGCCCAACATGCATCGAGCGAACGAGTAGATT
p0 staple 75 TAATCGTAGAGATCTATGACCTAAGAATTAGCAAACCAACAG
p0 staple 76 GGTTTGAAATACCGCGGAGAGCGGGAGAAAATAAT
p0 staple 77 ATGCGTTCAGATTCAAAAGGGAGAAAACACTGGCAGGGAGGG
p0 staple 78 CAGTATAAATCGCCGAGGCATCGACAAACATTACCGCTTATC
p0 staple 79 AGTTAATTTCATCTATTGTAATGGGAACAAACAAAGAGGCGA
p0 staple 80 AAACTTTTTCAAATTTAAAATAACAACCAATTAATACCAAGT
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p0 staple 81 CGCAAGACAAAGAATGTTAAACAACATTTCATTTGATTCGCC
p0 staple 82 AAATGCTGATGCAAAACCAATCTTCCTGATGGAAACATCGGG
p0 staple 83 ATATAACAAAAGACGCTGAGAAAAAATCACAGAGGAATGGAT
p0 staple 84 ACCTCCGATAGTGATTGAAAATGCTTCTCAGGTTTAATTATT
p0 staple 85 TATTTAATCTGACCTAAATAACTAGCATATTGTATCCGTAAT
p0 staple 86 CATAGCGTTAGGCAATATTTATAAGAAAAATAACGCGGAAAT
p0 staple 87 TTTGAGCAAAAGAAACTTTACCTGGAGTGGTTTGCGTTGCGC
p0 staple 88 AAAACAACGTCGGAATTTCAATGATAAAGTCCAATAGGTGGC
p0 staple 89 AACAATTAAATGTGTTTTTAGATGATATATAAATAACGTAGA
p0 staple 90 TTTTTTATAGCCAGTTAAATGGACAGTCCTCAAATTATTACG
p0 staple 91 TAAATCAAATTCGCTGTGTAGGTAAAACTGTCCAGTTTTATT
p0 staple 92 AGGGGACCAGGCAAGGCAACGAGCTGAAAAGGTGGTTTGCGG
p0 staple 93 TTACCTGCGGCACCGCTTCTGTGCCAAGAATTCGAGAGCTAA
p0 staple 94 AAACCAGGCAAAGCACGTTGTTCCTTTGTCCTCGTGAACGGTACGCCAG
p0 staple 95 GCCATTCTACAAAATGTCTTTGTCCTGATAACATA
p0 staple 96 GCCATTCAGGCTGCGCCAGGGATTTTAAACGAGCAAGAAGTGTTTTTAT
p0 staple 97 GCAACTGTGATTGCGAACGGGCTGTTTACATTAGA
p0 staple 98 TTGGGAAGGGCGATAAGGCGATTATCATGCGCGTAGAGGCCACCGAGTA
p0 staple 99 CGGTGCGAGAAACACCGCACTTTCAGCTGAACACC
p0 staple 100 GGCCTCTTCGCTATTACGCAGAACAGTAAAGCCGTACGACGA
p0 staple 101 GGTTAGAACCTACCACTTCTGTTATCATGCGTAACCGTTGTAGCAATAC
p0 staple 102 AAAACGACGGCCAGGTGCCGGATTATTCAGAAACCATCCCATTAGCAGC
p0 staple 103 GGATTATATATCAAAACGTCATAGGAATAGGTAAACAGAGAG
p0 staple 104 AGCGGAAAATAATGGACAGCTGGCGAAAAAACCACCGCTTAA
p0 staple 105 AATAGTGCTGAATTCTGCCAGGGGATAGAAAACAT
p0 staple 106 GTATTAGGATGATGAAACGGCACTTTTGGGTAGCTAAAATGTACGCAAA
p0 staple 107 GCCATCTAATAGATGTTATTATTTTCCCAGTCACG
p0 staple 108 GGTGGGCAACTAATAGTAACATTAAGTTGGGTAAC
p0 staple 109 CTTGAATAATATCTAACAAAGGGGGGATGTGCTGC
p0 staple 110 CGGCTGATTTTCTTTTTGCGTATTGGGCATTGGCACAGCAGA
p0 staple 111 GCATCACCTGGTAATATCCCAAATTAACCACCACAGGCGAAC
p0 staple 112 ACAATATTTTTGAAAAAGACGTGATACCTTTAGAATATTAAA
p0 staple 113 AGATAAATAAAATCATTTCTCCCATCAATATATGTGTATCAT
p0 staple 114 GTCAGTAGCCAGCAAACCTCATGGCAAACTGATTAATTGTTT
p0 staple 115 TGACCTGAAAGCGTCCGCTTTAAGCGGTTAGACAGTAGAATC
p0 staple 116 CCAACAGAGATAGATGTCGTGTGGCCCTAATCCTGCGTATAA
p0 staple 117 GTAATAAAAGGGACGAATCGGAGCTGATAATCAGTCTATGGT
p0 staple 118 GATTCACCAGTCACGAGGCGGTTCACCAAAAGAGTTGCGCCG
p0 staple 119 TATTTACGCAGAACAATATTACCGCCAGCGTCTGATGAGGCG
p0 staple 120 GCTCAATCCATTGCAACTATCTTCTTTGAGCGGTCAGGGAAG
p0 staple 121 CTCACATGGAAGCACACAATTCCACACAACCGAGCGCTCGCC
p0 staple 122 TCACTGCAAGAATACGTGGATACGAGCCTAATTGCCCCAGCA
p0 staple 123 CCAGTCGGGAAACCACCCTTCTAGTCTTTAATGCGCGTGGTG
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p0 staple 124 CCAGCTGCATTAATATTCTGGATAGCCCTAAAACAGAGTAAA
p0 staple 125 CCAACGCGCGGGGAACGACCATAAAAATACCGAACTGACCTC
p0 staple 126 GAGAGAGCGGCCCTCTTGTTATATTTTGATATTTTGATAAATAAGGCGT
p0 staple 127 TGCCCTTACTCGTCCAGGGCTAAATTTTCGCGAGAGAATAAACACCGGA
p0 staple 128 GTGAGACTAGGGGCCTGGTTGATTTTTTATCCAATTTACTAGAAAAAGC
p0 staple 129 GGCCTTGCTTGCTGGCAAATGAGAGTCAGCTTAGGTTCTTAC
p0 staple 130 TTATAAAGGCGAAATATTTACTCGAATTCAGGAAGGTCAATCTGAACGG
p0 staple 131 TCAGGCCGATTAAAGGGATTTCCACGCTGACTCTAGAGGATC
p0 staple 132 CTGTCCATCACGCAGGGTGGTCGCATTTCACATAAGAATTGA
p0 staple 133 ACAGGAAACTATTAAAGAACGTGGACTCAGAGCGGCAACTCG
p0 staple 134 AGAGTCCAAGAATACTTAAGTGTCCTACCTTTCTCAGGAGAAAGCTTTC
p0 staple 135 CAACGTCAAAGGGCGAAAAACCGTGCTTCCCGAACAATACAT
p0 staple 136 CGTCTATCAACTAAATCGGAATGCTTTGAAGTTTGAGATTAG
p0 staple 137 CCCTAAAGGGAGCCCCCGATTCTACAGGTTTGCGGTTAGGAG
p0 staple 138 TAGAGCTTGACGGGGAAAGCCCCCGCCGCAGAAGGGGAAGGT
p0 staple 139 GTGGCGAGAAAGGAACGCTGCCATATTCTCAACAGATAACCT

Table A.1: Staple strand sequences. Sequences for ”variant 0”.

A.2.2 Permutation 1

staple sequence
42hb p1 1 TCTTACCGAAGCCCACCACGGAACCGATGTTACAAGCGAACC
42hb p1 2 ACAATGAAATAGCAGTCACAAAAAGACATTATTTACTAAGAA
42hb p1 3 AATAAGAATTTAACTGAACACTAAGAATTAATTTCAATTAAT
42hb p1 4 AAGAATTAAAGTCAACAGGGAGTCAAAACCAATAGACAAGCA
42hb p1 5 CGAGGAAACGCAATTATGTTAGTCACCGCATACAATTTTATC
42hb p1 6 ACAAAGTTACCAGATACATACCATTAAATTACCAAAGATTAG
42hb p1 7 GAAAAGTAAGCAGAATATAAATAAATATTTTCCAGAGGTTTT
42hb p1 8 TAAGTGCCAGTAAGCGATTCACAAACAACCATTACACTTGAG
42hb p1 9 AGAACGCGAGAAAATTCTGAACCCGTATATTGAGACAATAGA
42hb p1 10 TTTTAGTAACCTATTTCGGAAAAAATTCGCAAGAA
42hb p1 11 GACCTAAAATAAGGTACTAGAAATTCTTATTTACGTTTCCTT
42hb p1 12 TCCGGCTTAGGTTGTTTTGCTTTTGATGTAATAAGTTCTGTC
42hb p1 13 TAACTATATGTAAAGAAGGATTGGTAATGCAGAGGAAACAAC
42hb p1 14 GCAAATCCAATCGCAGAGGCTTCAGTGCCAACGCCCAGAACG
42hb p1 15 CTTGAAAACATAGCACAGCCCGTCTTTCAAGTTACACTTCTG
42hb p1 16 TTTCCCTACATTACCTTTTTTCTGATAGCCTGAAACTTGCCT
42hb p1 17 AAATCGTACAGTACTAATTACCCTGAGCATGATGGAACCACC
42hb p1 18 CTTTTCACCCTCAGGATAGCAAGGAACAAGTTAACGTCAGAT
42hb p1 19 AACGCCTTGAATTTCGCCTGATAGAACCACCGATATATTCGGAGCAGCG
42hb p1 20 CCATGTATTCAGCGCAGTAACTAAAGAAGATAGTTGCGCCGAAGAGGCT
42hb p1 21 TTCGTCATGCTAAACGGGAGATATTTGCAACAACCATCGCCCAACGAGG
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42hb p1 22 TCTGTATAACGGGGGAGACTCCAAAGACTTTTTAA
42hb p1 23 CAGACGTAACAGTGACATGAATTATTTTATAGCTA
42hb p1 24 ATTTAACTCATAATCGTTAAACCTGAACGAGTTAAGCCCAAT
42hb p1 25 ACTAAAGACCGTTCCGTCGAGTACGCAGAATAACG
42hb p1 26 GAGTGAGCATGGCTCAGTACCTAGAAAAAGGAAAC
42hb p1 27 CAACTTTAGTGTACTAGGATTTGGCAACTAGCCGA
42hb p1 28 AAAATCGTGCCACGTCATAAGACATTCATCATCAGAAGGTGGTGTTTCC
42hb p1 29 CGCAGAGTCTAAAGTAATGCCCCCTGACAACGCTCGAAAAAT
42hb p1 30 TCCAAAAATTGGCCTTGATACCACCAGAACCACCAGTAATCAAGCAAGG
42hb p1 31 CAGGTGCTTTCTTAAACAGCTCTTTTTCAAATCAACAAGTGT
42hb p1 32 TCGCTGAAATAATGTTATCAAATCGCCAAGCCATAAAAGGGC
42hb p1 33 GGCTTGCAGGGAGTTAAAGATATTGTTTTGAACAAAACAGTACCAAATA
42hb p1 34 TTGCGGATAAAAGTGAAGTATGGAACCCGCGGGAGATGAATC
42hb p1 35 CAATGACACGTAAACGACAATCATTTTCGAGCGTCTGACGGA
42hb p1 36 ACGCATATACCATAGCTAATGAACATGTTTTGCCATGAGGGA
42hb p1 37 TTGAGTAACGCCGCTTTTGCGGATAATAGATTTAGGCTTTCCGAGAGGC
42hb p1 38 TTAATTTACAAAGACAATTCACATCCTAACCAGTAGTTTAAC
42hb p1 39 AATAGATAGCCGGCTTTGACGGCGCCAGCAAATGGGTCATTG
42hb p1 40 AAGGAATTTGAGGACTAAAGATGATACCATTGCGTAAAGTAA
42hb p1 41 TGAGGAAGAGCGGGGCCGCGCGCTGATTCTGCGAACGGTAAT
42hb p1 42 TCTTTAGAGGAAGGCAGGGCGTCACCAGTTGACCAGCAAACA
42hb p1 43 CAAATGAGAACGAGATAACGCCATTATTATAGTAGATTCGTA
42hb p1 44 TATTAACAAAACATTTATAATCAGTGAGAATCAGATAAAGGG
42hb p1 45 GGTCAGTGATTTGTACGACGACATTATAAATAAAGATTTAAG
42hb p1 46 TCAAACCAATTGTGATCATAAGGGAAGAAAAGAATTTACCTC
42hb p1 47 CACCTTGCTGCTCCAGGCATATAAAACGAATAAATATCCCCG
42hb p1 48 GGCGCATTTAGCCGAAAATCTAACAACTAAAGACAGCATCGG
42hb p1 49 AGATGAACGGTCAACTGAGAGGTCAATAGGATCGTCACCCTC
42hb p1 50 CGTAACATTTCAGGAACCGCCGGAGGTTTAGTACC
42hb p1 51 TCATCAACCGCGACCTGAACCTAAAATAGTAGCAACGGCTAC
42hb p1 52 CTTCTGACCACCAACTTTGAATAGCGTATAGAATCAAATATA
42hb p1 53 AATACGTCTTTAATAAAAATAGGTGAGGTACAAACAACGTTA
42hb p1 54 TAGTAAAAAATCAACAACGGATGCAAAAGAATACAAAAAAAA
42hb p1 55 CAATCGTCTGAAATAGAACCGCCTGATACTCAATC
42hb p1 56 ATATCCAGAACAATGGAACAACAAAAGGTGGTTGCGAACGTG
42hb p1 57 AAACTATCGGCCTTGAAAGATACTAATGATAACGTAGCTTGA
42hb p1 58 GAGTAGATTAGGCCACCGAGTAGTGAGCATCCGCTGCAACTC
42hb p1 59 TAGTAATTCTGTCCCCTGAGAGGAGGCCTAAAGCAACGTGAA
42hb p1 60 ACGCTCATGGAAATGGACGTTCCCTCGTCACACCCCGCTAGG
42hb p1 61 CCAGCCATTGCAACACGTTAAGTAAGAGGCCGCTAGAAGAAA
42hb p1 62 CCAGTCAACCTACATTTTGGGGCTTGAGACTGGCTTAAAAAC
42hb p1 63 AGTGTTTCGCCATTGCGCGAAAATGGAACGCTATTATCTTCT
42hb p1 64 AGCACGTCAGATACGCGCAGACGGTGTATCCACAGGATAGCT
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42hb p1 65 TCGTTAGGAATACCGGAACCGAACTGCTACCGCCTGGATTTA
42hb p1 66 AATCACGCTGCGCGGGCCCTGTATAACAGTCAATCGTAAAGA
42hb p1 67 TTAATGCCAACACTTCGAAATGAGTAATACTGAGTTATCAAA
42hb p1 68 CGTACTAAATTACGATGTTACAGGCTGGAAACTACGAGAAGA
42hb p1 69 TGTTTAGAAACGAAAGAGGGCATGAGGAAGTTTCCAGGTGAA
42hb p1 70 AGCGGAAAATCCCCCTCAAATACAGGTCAGTTGCAAGCTGGC
42hb p1 71 CTTTACCCTGACTAAAGACTTCCGAAATCGCCATTACGGCCAGTGCCAA
42hb p1 72 TTATAGTCGGGGAATAGAGCCCCAGCAGGAATACC
42hb p1 73 CAGAAGCAAAGCGGATTGCGTAGCCCCCCATTTGAGCAACAG
42hb p1 74 CTATCAGGGCGATGCAAAGGGAGATAGGCCGGCACTTCTTCTAAGTGGT
42hb p1 75 ACAGTTCAGAAAACCCAGACCCTGGTTTGGGCCTCTGGGTAACGCCAGG
42hb p1 76 GAGAATGGCGAAAGGGTTATCTCAAATATTTACAT
42hb p1 77 ACCATAAATCAAAATAATTCGAAATCCTGTTGGGACAGTCACGACGTTG
42hb p1 78 ATCAGGTGCGAGAAGAGCACTAAAGCATACGGATT
42hb p1 79 GACATTCAATAAGTAGTATTAAAGACAATAGATTAAGACGCT
42hb p1 80 GGTTTACCAGCGCCTCAATAGCCTATTACTTTTTC
42hb p1 81 AGCGCATTAGACGGGAGAAATAGAAACGATAGAAG
42hb p1 82 AATTATTATAAAGGAGCGGGGGGTTATAATCATAGGTCTGAG
42hb p1 83 GGGAAGGAGAAACGCTCAAGATGCTGATGTCAATAGTGAATT
42hb p1 84 CCAACGTGCCCACTCTAAATCTAGACTTCGGTCAGTCAATTA
42hb p1 85 GGAAGCAAACTCCAGCTTTAAGCGCTGGCAGTTGAAATATCTGAATATA
42hb p1 86 TAGCCCGCGAAAAACCATCAAAAAGATTATAAATCGAAACCA
42hb p1 87 AGCTGAATATAATGTAATAGTCAAAATACAAAGTA
42hb p1 88 ACCGCCTTAACCACTTACCAGATCATCGGATATTCTAGGAACAGACTAC
42hb p1 89 CATTTCGGGTGGTTGGTGGTTCAAATATCGCGTTT
42hb p1 90 CCTGTTTGGTTTGCATCCCTTAAGAGGAAGCCCGA
42hb p1 91 AGCTATAGAGATCTTGCCGGAGAGGGTAGGCACGATGTGTGA
42hb p1 92 TCACATTTGTCCCGCCAAATAGTGGATGCGCTTCTCGCATCG
42hb p1 93 ATTTAGTTGAGACGCAGGCGAAGCTTCAAAGCGAA
42hb p1 94 AATTGTTTAGCGCGAGCTGAATTGAGATAGAACTCTAGAACC
42hb p1 95 CCACACATGGGGTGTTGCGCTTGCCAGCGTTGTTCGTGGACT
42hb p1 96 CTACGTGGTGCTTGTAGCAAACCCAATTGCCCTTCGTCCACG
42hb p1 97 TGACGCATTTCACATATTCAACCTGAGATAAAACGCAGGCTG
42hb p1 98 ATATAGGGGCCTTGAAATTAAACAAAGGGCTTTCTGGCAAAG
42hb p1 99 GTCGGTGGCATAACCCCGCTTCTAATCTTCTGTAACACAATT
42hb p1 100 CCTGCCAATTTACGCAACCTTTGTGAATCTCCAGCCCAGTTT
42hb p1 101 TGGTTGGTGTAATGGGGTGAGCGTAAAAATTAAGTTTCGCTA
42hb p1 102 TTTCTCCGAACTCTGTCAAATAGAGAATGTTTTCCAGGGCGA
42hb p1 103 CCGTTCTAGCTGATAATCGGCATCATGGTCATAGCCATCAAT
42hb p1 104 TGAGTAAAGGATAACGGGAGAAGCCTTTCCTCAGACATTCCA
42hb p1 105 TTCAAAAAGTAAACAGGGCTTCAACGCATGTGTAGATATGTA
42hb p1 106 AAAGGCCGGAGACAGACCTCCGATAAAGACGGAGGCATACAG
42hb p1 107 CACCATCAATATGATAAATCAGGTACCGAGCTCGATAGCATT
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42hb p1 108 GTCTGGATTAGATAAACATCCAACTAACATTACCGTCACACGACCAGTA
42hb p1 109 CTATCAGTCAATAATCTACTAACAGGTAGCTGGTAGGACATTCTGGCCA
42hb p1 110 ATGACAAAATTGCGCCTAATGAAAAGAGAACATCAGCGTAAG
42hb p1 111 CGATGAACGAGTAGGCAAGGCAAAATCTAGGAAAATTACATTGGCAGAT
42hb p1 112 CAGGAGAAGCCAGGTTTTTGATTTTCATTTGGGACGGCCAAC
42hb p1 113 AAGCAAACCCCGGTGAAGTTTGCATAAATTTAAGAATGGTTTGAACGAG
42hb p1 114 TAGGGGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGCTAGCATGTTGATTATTAAGC
42hb p1 115 GAAAGTTTCAGCTCATTTTTTAACCAATTTACGCCGCAAGCG
42hb p1 116 CGGATTGACCGTAATGGGATACGCCATTCGGCAAAGTATTGG
42hb p1 117 GGTCACGTTGGTGTAGATGGGGGTGCCGAAAAGAAGCGCGGG
42hb p1 118 TAACCGTGCATCTGCAGCTTTGTTGAGTTGCATTACTAAACA
42hb p1 119 TGTTAAATAAATTGAGAGCTTAATTGAGAGGATTAGAGAGTATTCATTG
42hb p1 120 AGGAACGCCATCAAAAATAATTCGGTGCGCCCCAGGGCAACA
42hb p1 121 TCGCGTCTGGGGAACAAACGGCGCAACTGTTTGATTTTCTTT
42hb p1 122 GTCATAGCCCCCTTCCGGAACCGCCTGTGAAGGGTTTGCTTT
42hb p1 123 TTTGCCATCTTTTCATAATACGCTTATCCGGTATTTCCCAAT
42hb p1 124 CAAGTACCGCACTCCAAGAACAATATCCTCAATATATTCATT
42hb p1 125 GTAGCGACAGAATCGAGCCGCAAAAGGTAGATTTT
42hb p1 126 CCTTTAGCGTCAGACCCTCAGCAGACGAACAGAAAAGTACCT
42hb p1 127 GCGTTTTCATCGGCCCGCCACATGTTCATCAAAATAACAATA
42hb p1 128 CGCCTCCCTCAGAGATTTTCGTCCCGACTTGCGGGAGCCTAA
42hb p1 129 AACCAGAGCCACCAATTAGCGCGCGAGGCGTTTTAAATAAAC
42hb p1 130 GGGTATTAACAAAATCACCGGTAAGTCCGGATTAT
42hb p1 131 ATCATTCATCGAGACAAGCAAATCAGATATTTTTTTAAAGCC
42hb p1 132 AGCCACCACCCTCAAAGTTTGTTGCTATTTTGCACCCAGCTT
42hb p1 133 CCTCAGAACCGCCACTGTAGCGAAGCCTTAAATCACGCTAAC
42hb p1 134 TATTTAACTTGAGTTAGTAAAGTAGCATCAGACCAATAAAAG
42hb p1 135 GGGCTTAAAACAGTTTTTGTCTCATAGTAGAGGACACAGAGA
42hb p1 136 AAAGTACCGTCATAAATAGAAAGCCCAAATTACCCTTACGCT
42hb p1 137 AGAATATCTGAATCGGTGAATTATCACCGCAAACGAGGCGGAGCTAACC
42hb p1 138 GAGCCAGATACAGGCAACAGTCCGTAACCTTGACAGGATTAT
42hb p1 139 AATTTAGAAGTTTTGGGATTTCCAGTACCTGACCTTCACCAG
42hb p1 140 ACCGGAAAATTTCATTTGAGAGCGAATTAATCCTGTATCATT

Table A.2: Staple strand sequences. Sequences for ”variant 1”.
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Protocols

B.1 Constant temperature folding of DNA origami objects

All folding reactions were performed with a final scaffold concentration of 20 nM and a

staple strand concentration of 100 nM in a reaction buffer containing 20 mM MgCl2, 5

mM TRIS, 5 mM NaCl and 1 mM EDTA at pH 8.

All samples for the gel electrophoresis experiments were folded using TETRAD ther-

mocycler (MJ research, now Biorad). Four real-time PCR devices MX3005P (Agilent)

were used for the fluorometric experiments. The fluorescent signal was detected in the

Cy3 channel for the intra-strand-proximity assay, in the Cy3, Cy5 and FRET channel for

the inter-strand-proximity assay respectively.

Temperature [◦C] total Time Acquisition steps
25 2min 15s 3x45 s
70 15min 20x45 s
70 1h 45min 21x5 min
50 45min 60x45 s
50 4h 15min 51x5 min
50 9h 18x30 min

Table B.1: Temperature and data acquisition program for the fluorometric measurements in the
real-time PCR devices.

B.1.1 Pipetting scheme intra-strand-proximity assay

The intra-strand-proximity assay included three independent datasets for each of the 140

staple strands, each folding reaction including only one dual labeled strand. Before the

measurements, prestocks were mixed simplifying the pipetting procedure. An overview

of the pools is shown in Table B.2.

105
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Prestock Number of oligos
Half-row-stock 6
Full-row-stock 12
Plate-stock 1(plate 1) 96
Plate-stock 2(plate 2) 44

Table B.2: List of prestocks for folding reactions of the intra-strand-proximity assay.

Each folding reaction of the intra-strand-proximity assay included all reagents shown

in Table B.3 or Table B.4 depending on the observed staple strand.

Ingredients Initial concentration Amount [µl]
Scaffold 100 nM 10
10x folding buffer (20
mM Mg2CL)

200 mM 5

Dual labeled oligo 10 µM 0,5
Unmodified oligo 10 µM 5 x 0,5
Half-row-stock 10 µM 0,5
Full-row-stock 5 µM 7 x 1
Plate-stock 2 500nM 10
ddH2O - 4,5

Table B.3: Pipetting scheme of 50µl folding reactions of the intra-strand-proximity assay for the
first part of the staple strands.
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Ingredients stock concentration Amount [µl]
Scaffold 100 nM 10
10x folding buffer (20
mM Mg2CL)

200 mM 5

Dual labeled oligo 10 µM 0,5
Unmodified oligo 10 µM 5 x 0,5
Half-row-stock 10 µM 0,5
Full-row-stock 5 µM 3 x 1
Plate-stock 1 500nM 10
ddH2O - 8,5

Table B.4: Pipetting scheme of 50µl folding reactions of the intra-strand-proximity assay for the
second part of the staple strands.

B.1.2 Pipetting scheme inter-strand-proximity assay

The pipetting of the inter-strand-proximity folding was partially conducted using the Bravo

pipetting robot. Therefore all possible prestocks with 139 unmodified and one labeled

staple strand were prepared. To achieve this 140 stocks, each missing one staple strand

were pipetted and four times aliquoted. The missing staple strand was added with the

four labeled variants (Cy3/Cy5 and 5’/3’). By mixing of two stocks, one including a donor-

labeled strand, and the second including an acceptor-labeled staple strand, the folding

mixtures included exactly one observed FRET pair. Due to the mixing, an unlabeled copy

of the observed staple strands was included as well. Therefore only 25 % of the folded

structures incorporate both, a donor and an acceptor, and can contribute to the observed

signal.

ingredients stock concentration amount [µl]
scaffold (7560
bases)

100 nM 10

10xFOB20 buffer 200 mM 5
donor stock 500 nM 5
acceptor stock 500 nM 5
ddH2O - 25

Table B.5: Pipetting scheme of the folding reaction for the inter-strand-proximity assay.

B.2 Agarose gel electrophoresis

For the time-resolved gel electrophoresis experiments, samples were shock frozen in

liquid nitrogen. All samples were thawed in a TETRAD thermocycler set to 30 ◦C for 15
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minutes before loading to the gel. In addition quality control of the folded DNA origami

objects is performed using agarose gel electrophoresis.

10µl of the folded DNA origami objects are mixed with 2µl of loading dye (6x con-

centrated, Ficoll 400, 0.1 % Bromophenol Blue, 5 mM Tris). Single-stranded scaffold

(10/20nM) and purified 42 helix bundle (10/20nM) were loaded into the first and last

pockets as controls in each gel.

2% agarose gels with 0.5x TBE-buffer containing 11mMMgCl2 were used for all ex-

periments. The power supply was set to 75V for two (small gels) or three (big gels) hours.

To avoid heating of the gels an ice-water bath was used for cooling.

Ingredients Amount (small gel / big gel)
Agarose ultra pure 1g / 2.5g

0.5x TBE-buffer 49.6g / 124g
1.375M MgCl2 solution 400µl / 1ml

ethidium bromide 2µl / 5µl

Table B.6: Ingredients for the preparation of small and big agarose gels.

Afterward, the gels were scanned with a laser scanner Typhoon FLA 9500 (GE Healthcare

Life Science) to visualize the bands. Depending on the ingredients of the gels, EtBr, Cy3,

Cy5 and FRET channels were scanned. Moreover, gels without the previously added

EtBr were inserted in an ethidium bromide solution (TBE MgCl2 buffer (11mM) and EtBr

(around 10µl )) for 30 minutes and then scanned again in the EtBr channel.

The gel images were processed using Photoshop CS6 (Adobe) and afterward analyzed

using IgorPro7 (Wavemetrics).

3D visualization of the cropped gel images was realized using Mathematica (Wolfra-

mAlpha).

B.3 TEM imaging

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize the folded DNA origami

objects. Samples were incubated for 20-60 seconds on carbon-coated grids (FCF400-

CU, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Munich, Germany) Glow-discharging of the grids was

performed at 35 mA in a plasma cleaner (K100X, Quorum Technologies). Samples were

stained using an aqueous solution of 2% uranyl formate containing 25 mM sodium hy-

droxide, for 40 seconds.

Micrographs were acquired with a CM100 electron microscope (Philips) equipped

with a 4 megapixel CCD camera (AMT), at a magnification of 28500x. The microscope

was operated at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. Class averages of manually picked
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particles were generated using Xmipp with the mlf 2Dalign routine (CNB).

B.4 Ultrafiltration

Ultrafiltration was used for purification of folded DNA origami objects as a control sample

[21]. For this purpose, a 50K Amicon Ultra filter was placed into the Amicon tube and filled

with 500 µl of 1X FoB5. The tube was centrifuged at 10 krcf for 5 minutes. Afterward, the

filter was removed, and the excess solution was poured away. The filter was placed back

into the tube wherein 50 µl of the DNA origami reaction mixture, and 450µl of 1x FoB5

buffer were applied. The spinning-procedure was started again. Subsequently, the filter

was removed from the tube, was put upside down into a new Amicon tube and was spun

for 3 minutes at 10 krcf. In a final step, the filter was trashed, and the purified solution

was stored in the tube at room temperature.

B.5 PEG purification

PEG purification was used for the preparation of pure folded DNA origami objects as a

control sample [15]. The self-assembly reaction mixture and the same amount of precip-

itation buffer (15% PEG 8000, 5 mm Tris, 1 mm EDTA, 505 mm NaCl) were pipetted into

a tube and centrifuged at 20 000 rcf for 25 minutes. The supernatant was poured away,

the remaining pellet was diluted with buffer and was redissolved in a shaker.
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Appendix C

Data analysis scripts

Data derived from the fluorometric assays was processed, and the binding probabilities

from the inter-strand-proximity assay were extracted using Matlab with scripts provided by

Jean-Philippe Sobczak. Igor Pro and built-in packages were used for further analysis of

the data, mainly double-exponential fitting of the individual traces. Laser-scans of the gel

electrophoresis experiments were analyzed Igor Pro scripts, partially provided by Chris-

tian Wachauf. 3D visualization of the scanned gels was created using a Mathematica

script written initially written by Jean-Philippe Sobczak.

Analysis of the staple strand sequences was performed with Python scripts provided

by Jonas Funke and Jean-Philippe Sobczak using the Autodesk nanodesign and the

biopython package.

All scripts for data processing and analysis can be found online:

https://github.com/schnidda/SequenceOfEvents
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Appendix D

Additional information and raw data

sectionSample storage According to the recommendation of the supplier of the labeled

and unlabeled oligonucleotides (Eurofins Genomics, Ebersberg, Germany) all staple strands

and mixed working stocks were aliquoted and long-time stored at −20 ◦C. The stability

study has been performed using the analytical methods HPLC and MALDI-TOF MS as

well as application based in DNA sequencing [140]. For each dataset, freshly synthe-

sized unmodified oligonucleotides were ordered. Scaffold stocks were kept at −20 ◦C

before use.

All folded and purified control samples were stored at room temperature.

113
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Figure D.1: Oligonucleotide stability at varios conditions. Adapted from Eurofings Genomics
[140].
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D.1 Ring graph representation

The ring graph representaion shown in Figure 6.17 can be divided into two graphs to

discriminate 5’ and 3’ crossover (shown in Figure D.2 A and B). Differentiation of the two

termini highlight the systematic longer terminal loop lengths for the 5’ termini.

The calculation of the mean base distance on the scaffold is illustrated in Figure D.2

C.
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Figure D.2: Ring graph representation of the scaffold strand and distance calculation.
Ring graphs for 5’ (A) and 3’ (B) terminal staple strand segments. Scale bar indicates the mean
folding time in [min]. (C) Illustration of the calculation of the mean distance on the scaffold, assum-
ing that each binding staple strand segment closes a crossover through binding of the following
segment.

D.2 Distance dependent FRET efficency

The inter-strand proximity assay consists of more than 3000 distinct FRET pairs with

varying final distances of the fluorophores in the fully assembled structure. This mas-

sive amount of FRET measurements with known distance allows testing the distance

dependence of the FRET efficiency. For this purpose I(t0) and I(tend) are extracted

from each measurement. The resulting ∆I of the averaged fluorescence traces were

grouped according to terminal bases at which the fluorophores are attached and sorted
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according to the distance of the terminal bases [87]. The remaining values were further

averaged within 0.34 nm bins. For the inter-strand-proximity assay, all measured FRET

pairs were chosen to show high energy transfer in the folded state and therefore not

within the steep decay of FRET efficiency. Nevertheless, a slight trend can be identified

(shown in Figure D.3A). The broad scattering in the range below 2 nm indicates that the

simple 1
r6

dependence of the FRET efficiency is not enough to adequately describe the

data. Interactions of the fluorophores with the surrounding DNA, such as stacking of the

Cyanines to the bases, might influence the quantum yield of the dyes and thereby alter

the observed ∆I. Previous work investigated multiple DNA double helix constructs and

reported that the flexibility of the linker could potentially lead distance deviations [141].

Another potential deviation from the expected behavior could arise from the orientation

factor of the fluorophores, which usually can be approximated with κ = 2/3. Depending

on the position of the fluorophores their orientation might be more or less restricted. Two

attachment points per fluorophore would allow to overcome this uncertainty and to design

a more defined orientation [142].

The same analysis can be applied to the intra-strand-proximity assay with its 140

unique dye and quencher positions. The position of dye and quencher is determined

by the routing of the staple strands and covers a greater range of distances compared

to the inter-strand-proximity assay. The analysis of the intra-strand-proximity assay data

for permutation 0 and permutation 1 (shown in Figure D.3A and B) does not follow the

theoretical distance-dependence. It might be necessary to optimize such a folding exper-

iment in order to extract the distance dependence of the dye-quencher interaction [143]

successfully.
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Figure D.3: Averaged fluorescence increase ∆I. (A) Averaged ∆I of the inter-strand-
proximity assay versus distance of the FRET dyes. (B) Averaged ∆I of the intra-strand-proximity
assay versus distance of Cy3 and BHQ2 for permutation 0. (C) Averaged ∆I of the intra-strand-
proximity assay versus distance of Cy3 and BHQ2 for permutation 1. The color of the markers
indicates the terminal base at which the donor dye is attached. Black traces illustrate theoretical
FRET efficiency with arbitrary maximums.
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D.3 Long-time folding processes

To test the completion of the folding reaction after six (comparison of permutation 0 and

1, see section 5.5) and 14 hours (all fluorometric measurements) additional experiments

with incubation times of 50 hours at 50 ◦C were performed. A comparison of the migration

behavior and the intensity of the leading bands allows discovering long time processes in

the folding reaction at a constant temperature.

Multiple exemplary folding reactions were aliquoted and incubated at 50 ◦C. Samples

were frozen in liquid nitrogen at six, 14 and 50 hours, thawed in a Thermocycler at 35 ◦C

for 15 minutes and directly loaded to an agarose gel.

The comparison of the individual incubation times reveals only a minor change in

band sharpness and smear variation. Therefore the overall folding reactions must be

completed after six hours with only minor fluctuations of potentially weak binding seg-

ments.
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Figure D.4: Raw images of 2% agarose gel. Laser-scanned fluorescence image of an agarose
gel on which folded permutation 0 DNA origami test objects were electrophoresed. Control folding
reactions do not include fluorescently labeled staple strands. Intra-strand-assay sample includes
one staple strand labeled with dye and quencher. Inter-strand-assay includes two labeled staple
strands, one with Cy3, the second with Cy5. Control samples were folded using a 16 hours linear
ramp. All other samples were incubated at 50 ◦C for six, 14 or 50 hours. All samples were loaded
with their initial folding concentration of 20 nM. Gels were prepared according to section B.2
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D.4 Comparison of folding quality over time

TEM was used for an additional comparison of the folding quality. For this purpose stan-

dard folding reactions of a 42 helix bundle (permutation 0) were aliquoted six times and

incubated for two, respectively 14 hours at 50 ◦C after a 15 minutes step at 65 ◦C. An

additional aliquot of the folding reaction was incubated for 16 hours with a linear ramp

from 60 ◦C to 44 ◦C.

All three reactions were run in a TETRAD thermocycler and in a RT-PCR device to

compare the folding quality of both instruments.

Tetrad

RT-PCRRT-PCR

2h
const. 50 °C

14h
 const. 50°C

16h
linear ramp

Figure D.5: TEM field of view of the individual folding reactions. Top: Samples folded
in the TETRAD thermocycler. Bottom: Samples folded using a RT-PCR instrument. The left
column represents two-hour incubation, middle column 14 hours constant temperature, and the
right column 16 hours linear ramp. Scale bar indicates 100 nm.

The TEM imaging revealed that two hours incubation results fully folded structures

with high yield. Aggregating objects can be found in each sample and might result from

insufficient passivation using scaffold loops on the helix bundle interfaces.

D.5 Time-resolved cryogenic gel electrophoresis data

For the time-resolved folding analysis of chapter 5 each set of folding reactions was run

on four gels in parallel. Multiple replicates of all reactions were produced to test the

reproducibility of the gel patterns. Raw data of the gels discussed in chapter 5 is shown
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in Figure D.6 and Figure D.7.
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Figure D.6: Raw images of 2% agarose gels. Laser-scanned fluorescence images of agarose
gels used for time-resolved cryogenic folding studies. Samples were taken at indicated time points
during constant-temperature folding experiments. (A) Lanes 5-16: 20 earliest-incorporating 5’
strand segments truncated in the folding reaction. (B) Lanes 5-16: 20 latest-incorporating 5’
strand segments truncated in the folding reaction. (C) Lanes 5-16:20 earliest- incorporating 3’
strand segments truncated in the folding reaction. (D) Lanes 5-16: 20 latest-incorporating 3’
strand segments truncated in the folding reaction. (E) Lanes 5-16:20 highest-free energy strand
segments truncated in the folding reaction. (F) Lanes 5-16: 20 lowest-free energy strand seg-
ments truncated in the folding reaction. Controls in each gel: lanes 1 (2) and 17 (18) contain 20
(10) nM scaffold strands. Lanes 3 (4) and 19 (20) contain a fully folded control object with all
staple strands intact and scaffold at 20 (10) nM. All samples were loaded with their initial folding
concentration of 20 nM. Gels were prepared according to section B.2
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Figure D.7: Raw images of 2% agarose gels. Laser-scanned fluorescence image of an
agarose gel on which folded permutation 0 and permutation 1 DNA origami test objects were
electrophoresed. Lane 1 contains a fully folded control structure at 10 nM. Lane 2 – 7 contain
folding reactions of permutation 0, while we omitted the same indexed staple strands in permuta-
tion 1 in lanes 8 – 13. All samples were incubated at 50 ◦C for six hours. All samples were loaded
with their initial folding concentration of 20 nM. Gels were prepared according to section B.2

D.6 Raw fluorometric data availability

All raw, background corrected fluorometric traces can be found online:

https://github.com/schnidda/SequenceOfEvents

https://github.com/schnidda/SequenceOfEvents
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D.7 List of staple strand incorporation times

staple index mean folding
time inter-
strand 5’
p0

mean folding
time intra-
strand p0

mean folding
time inter-
strand 3’
p0

mean folding
time intra-
strand p1

staple 1 23.660995 23.211382 35.866951 21.450474
staple 2 41.028385 27.236126 29.299238 14.97333
staple 3 43.135525 24.259609 27.398865 21.53516
staple 4 36.631325 31.829548 26.809248 17.660341
staple 5 32.925552 37.774212 24.328968 18.124226
staple 6 29.842436 22.412285 21.554136 14.52765
staple 7 31.190044 26.741898 21.953238 17.759705
staple 8 43.965313 40.758877 28.107679 17.054108
staple 9 48.995445 31.277908 35.869869 18.372038
staple 10 48.531414 35.880547 32.165432 20.31245
staple 11 46.48185 31.831909 26.390512 23.51428
staple 12 48.506336 33.037731 23.876381 19.406395
staple 13 36.285084 39.415661 31.208584 19.767508
staple 14 29.160284 37.742794 35.644627 19.531837
staple 15 31.538153 40.125916 33.164772 23.282841
staple 16 29.209972 47.370583 35.249695 24.058901
staple 17 28.974909 47.542652 30.597752 19.895733
staple 18 26.636702 35.997681 29.458189 22.417696
staple 19 28.795694 41.346718 26.370094 17.282066
staple 20 31.167604 38.688877 28.339418 20.243391
staple 21 30.51833 44.852955 26.073303 16.542957
staple 22 32.516521 43.959862 29.517561 21.22386
staple 23 32.083282 38.277512 34.032009 20.583591
staple 24 31.972219 45.513603 30.724957 23.490492
staple 25 40.912254 45.013187 27.679535 21.367369
staple 26 40.431709 39.379734 28.426451 19.757881
staple 27 42.732315 42.303543 27.886709 20.460392
staple 28 45.089928 44.505074 35.113777 22.190929
staple 29 46.136318 38.348988 38.290558 18.903517
staple 30 44.331295 35.959549 39.163807 16.580553
staple 31 42.032047 38.757298 36.712173 17.824589
staple 32 44.951344 32.686291 32.735104 21.942173
staple 33 39.870422 26.271896 34.702213 20.803682
staple 34 39.662666 49.894424 32.14378 24.167339
staple 35 39.43552 37.833183 28.900106 18.224531
staple 36 36.062244 40.370773 32.030083 18.906473
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staple 37 36.930256 44.750191 31.564514 19.875618
staple 38 34.997814 39.690228 31.850176 22.827335
staple 39 36.806564 42.854786 33.208557 23.774763
staple 40 37.958672 37.946156 32.776428 19.699707
staple 41 38.866966 47.17564 34.481525 20.432098
staple 42 38.427895 43.917805 34.679359 22.871805
staple 43 39.523521 45.122723 36.072521 22.201654
staple 44 43.256222 47.569885 34.300064 23.543953
staple 45 42.281528 46.014542 30.422251 22.371334
staple 46 38.380138 44.298248 27.105698 22.677937
staple 47 38.491943 47.39035 29.253304 22.514839
staple 48 38.366241 44.344589 28.363832 20.244204
staple 49 37.768658 40.189968 25.994539 21.611582
staple 50 37.434551 39.162777 28.249924 17.38414
staple 51 36.580448 46.394108 28.969229 20.997173
staple 52 40.080906 38.133389 28.084682 18.030024
staple 53 39.9398 47.324528 30.985483 23.46777
staple 54 38.423607 45.63327 28.358137 22.836939
staple 55 38.124462 36.152752 30.029446 24.964945
staple 56 38.3759 41.2057 28.524042 14.398462
staple 57 38.89336 40.172756 30.933229 20.131966
staple 58 37.50975 39.689167 28.969193 18.000853
staple 59 37.101707 46.459122 30.557566 20.634565
staple 60 44.250092 40.57251 31.639204 20.671534
staple 61 46.612862 42.619877 33.294098 18.437735
staple 62 33.599533 46.543755 29.332632 22.399685
staple 63 34.112984 47.327023 28.503843 24.984167
staple 64 41.862213 47.745441 36.35392 24.183105
staple 65 41.115929 49.648941 36.781578 22.239199
staple 66 41.525875 41.258087 33.362774 17.86623
staple 67 34.518593 43.21941 28.603308 24.132698
staple 68 32.601574 42.253712 23.838053 24.026602
staple 69 33.557178 35.719891 21.250755 21.177734
staple 70 38.626934 48.698074 25.675606 10.148279
staple 71 35.162758 41.185844 29.661211 18.755394
staple 72 36.94902 48.771244 31.833424 24.346258
staple 73 32.175465 37.684223 30.89097 21.898058
staple 74 27.445131 35.141003 29.965149 18.673079
staple 75 27.507595 36.357861 28.370369 12.614817
staple 76 26.520105 47.662319 23.450439 23.83194
staple 77 31.942839 32.730423 30.445145 22.699718
staple 78 34.922604 47.285889 34.594837 22.725992
staple 79 28.657526 31.691076 25.834558 18.496393
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staple 80 30.945387 33.70771 22.907471 17.29125
staple 81 27.827345 33.028027 27.642366 16.306524
staple 82 32.413242 37.542995 33.947781 17.526476
staple 83 31.744873 35.350632 30.293951 16.709745
staple 84 31.353727 44.970467 33.147579 20.334448
staple 85 31.558491 35.503483 30.988844 13.150805
staple 86 37.153339 46.626667 24.765137 21.929567
staple 87 32.71505 43.33749 24.916307 20.386543
staple 88 32.978951 47.99139 24.534067 24.567986
staple 89 31.803308 41.851402 25.787664 16.052549
staple 90 24.311794 43.671608 30.645704 20.177563
staple 91 25.976591 31.603359 27.320101 19.436571
staple 92 26.326977 32.693485 27.672626 19.43984
staple 93 24.75346 36.766476 29.130613 15.319716
staple 94 30.196066 41.980812 27.39686 20.695133
staple 95 26.293341 44.227036 29.019144 22.77454
staple 96 21.519608 39.016499 26.503574 15.229758
staple 97 22.366453 25.039227 24.083094 13.910977
staple 98 25.160921 27.588158 24.077192 9.6634731
staple 99 30.39312 42.115612 24.506796 19.441679
staple 100 27.722658 43.720226 24.798908 18.73007
staple 101 30.673174 34.786869 25.342911 15.63
staple 102 28.101038 37.191444 23.797749 1.5457205
staple 103 34.59042 35.941418 31.341871 15.837921
staple 104 40.20842 39.747997 33.421593 22.450367
staple 105 40.25177 39.905205 32.825287 20.640045
staple 106 38.331936 41.653793 27.960583 2.6344724
staple 107 36.979923 33.882305 26.714714 14.845796
staple 108 35.075436 46.683289 29.534418 19.175257
staple 109 32.651138 41.950294 25.309261 18.660162
staple 110 33.69318 42.551006 26.830248 23.473803
staple 111 34.864674 42.0154 26.163332 3.2598128
staple 112 30.790359 32.780293 21.829771 15.783445
staple 113 27.183504 45.325714 30.100346 21.37166
staple 114 30.850281 41.347996 33.838184 6.7225847
staple 115 28.650227 40.614464 36.649803 18.034338
staple 116 28.317993 48.577057 37.519573 17.205542
staple 117 29.760994 38.792442 31.221842 6.4742403
staple 118 24.868046 43.173618 30.949001 15.971943
staple 119 26.848087 36.12505 32.358162 18.038149
staple 120 29.232897 37.396568 29.177919 15.856305
staple 121 26.484087 46.313358 32.247414 14.728525
staple 122 27.798651 30.343683 33.99197 17.838774
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staple 123 28.434267 29.051445 29.229811 9.4711847
staple 124 27.784098 30.711525 25.543219 19.644987
staple 125 28.448133 38.082268 23.629501 15.829392
staple 126 29.781399 33.2869 25.057737 11.894605
staple 127 34.11974 40.269238 27.799215 19.414795
staple 128 37.134727 31.214455 28.209291 18.061668
staple 129 38.396812 38.816551 30.678164 19.951708
staple 130 37.65123 36.296661 32.024502 18.016029
staple 131 42.325691 38.355579 30.540375 21.212332
staple 132 39.371078 35.99815 28.59811 16.181669
staple 133 36.833584 33.133095 31.072632 18.746
staple 134 34.967983 46.090141 29.1511 24.263344
staple 135 38.147461 47.497959 27.839756 23.895058
staple 136 37.508793 47.322159 28.141802 22.57795
staple 137 40.851528 37.917526 33.386909 15.205525
staple 138 35.518658 48.834049 34.288349 7.7583137
staple 139 35.924686 47.443321 32.600761 23.320826
staple 140 41.044979 47.862362 34.095287 23.715508

Table D.1: Staple strand incorporation times. Incorporation times for each staple strand
identity of the two investigated variants in minutes.
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